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Students elect new officers
Taro Schmidtke

Current SU President Joe
Cimpcnnan will be handing over
his leadership to sophomore Kevin
Biacsi, who defeated sophomore
Joe Parks.
·
Luke Adams, a sophomore,
won the vice presidency in a race
against junior Michael Naypauer.
The chief justice position for
·next tenn will be held by junior
Brian Gagnon, who ran against
junior Greg Bauer.

"l ; • •j.........
Biacsi. "My biggest. most general
goal for next year is to concentrate
on activities for the student body.
The foundations have already been
set for issues and I want to try and
achieve a balance between planning activities and confronting
issues."
Parks stated that he lhought lhe
election process wem well and
that even though he wasn' telected
he will continue to participate and
contribui.C to the workings of the
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tion procedure this year wem very
Union.
"I still want to try to get the smoothly.
"I was very impressed with this
changes I proposed during my
campaign," said Parks. "Maybe t year's election," said Ncmanich.
don't need the office to accomplish "It was a clean election. Il was
very nice."
what I'd like to sec done."
"It was an excellent election,"
Vice president-elect Luke
said
Dcllaftora. "The candidai.Cs
Adams said "I'm glad the election
were
fair and did a good job."
procedure is over. I'm looking
According
to Dcllafiora, over
forward to the upcoming year and
1000 students voted in the electo working with everyone."
Additionally on Tuesday, the tions.
"We had a good voter turnout
SU senaLCelected Diana Hartman
which
was also nice to sec." said
as ncxttenn' s executive secretary
Dcllafiora.
and Monica Corcman as next
"The election process went
term's executive treasurer.
well,"
said Biacsi. "There was a
According to both Judy
good
turnout.
It's nice tO sec stuNcmanich, current chief justice,
dents
concerned
about what is
and Diann Dellafiora, elections
commiuee chairperson, the elcc- going on."

ChairiDan answers
financial questions
Chris Kazor
News Editor

In light of increased question-

iRaQ{* fundpigjng wmmil&ee.
chairman Mike Naypauer held a
press conference on Tuesday and
gave an account of the financial
status of the committee, as well as
answering specific questions
concerning his leadership.
Naypauer began by submitting
reports based upon his own books
and the bank accounL The account
of lhe comm iuee was registered at
a TransOhio bank. According to
Naypauer's books, thccommiti.Ce
raised$4023.06. Ofthc$8184.87
raised in revenue, $4017 was put
directly into the Student Union
account whilethcrestwasputimo
the separate fund raising account.
The bank account records matChed
Naypauer's figure of $4023.06.
Naypauer next addressed the
subject of five bounced checks.
Two of these bounced during the
summer as the result of a misunderstanding between Naypauer
andSUPresidcntJocCimpcnnan.
The other bounced checks carne
from the 3-on-3 basketball tournament. As he did the week before, Naypaucr claimed that these
bounced checks carne about when
SU Treasurer Dennis McAndrew
did not place money into the fund
raising account to cover the outstanding checks which had been
given as tournament awards.
Several people questioned the
existence of an outside account at
TransOhio. It is not permitted for
SU organizations in general to

Joe Clmperman, a secretary at the first national JUSTICE
convention, comforts Julie Smith, a John Carroll delegate,
during the convention which was held last weekend.

have off-campus accounts.
Naypauersaid that this was a joint
decision between himself and
Cimpc.rman.
"There was danger that if we
made too much money that the
University support would lessen
See JUSTICE Centerspread:
because of lhe amount of money," Taro Schmidtke
News Editor
Photo essay and related articles
Cimperman said. "Personally I
concerning
national JUSTICE
This past weekend saw lhe befelt as president of the Union that
convention
it was unfair because we're mak- ginning of JUSTICE, Jesuit Uniing money that the University versity and College Students whole thing got completed in such
should detract from us."
Concerned With Empowennent, a short time," said Kathleen
Naypauer was also questioned as 90 delegates from 17 Jesuit Krucsi, a delegate from St.
as to why his division in the tour- schools convened at John Carroll Joseph's University in Philadelnament was paid in cash while University in order to delineate phia. "Now I know what the
others were paid by check. He JUSTICE's mission, draft a con- Founding Fathers [of the United
claimed that this was an "indis- slituuon and seta national agenda. States] must have gone through."
criminatedccision," and added that
This convention began ThursAfter spending long hours bethe winners of the indiv1dual day, Feb. 13 with a keynote ad- hind closed doors on Friday and
contests were also paid in cash.
dress by Fr. J. Glenn Murray, SJ. Saturday, the delegates from the
The situation at the Flats was and ended on Sunday, Feb. 16 17 schools anived at a mutually
probed as well. Again Naypaucr with the signing of the drafted acceptable constitution that was
said that he saw nothing wrong constitution.
unanimously adopted.
According to the delegates,
with the way he handled the
The constituuon consistS of a
Welcome Back Week trip to the drafting the constitution and de- mission statement, JUSTICE's
Aats. He claimed that attempts ciding exactly what JUSTICE guiding principles and iLc; organiwere made to infonn the three should stand for,comprised much Lation. There arc national, rebars that more than one bar was of the debate that occurred over gional and school levels and there
mvolvcd in the trip, but none of the weekend. According to Elmer will be a national convention each
Abbo, convention director, the year at a predetermined host
them were reached.
Other matters which were delegates had a variety of ideas, school.
breached
concerned
the opinions and perceptions about
The delegates will now Lake
commiuee's concession stand at JUSTICE and what it should be. the constitution to their respective
the Joe Piscipo concert and some
"Many ideas were presented," schools and attempt to ratify it.
small expenses which Naypaucr said Abbo. "They all displayed
According to Abbo, the fll'St
had charged for food. The stand at great potential but there was a lot convention of JUSTICE was a
the concert netted a loss of of diversity among lhem."
success.
$215.01, and some questioned
The debates centered around
"It completely fulfilled my exwhy Naypauer gave away lhe re- the present and future of JUS- pectations in ways I didn'texpect,
maining concessions to the vol- TICE but everything was resolved but the end result was achieved.
unteers atlhe end of the concert. at the end.
The constitution was written," said
See Press Conference, page 5
"I'm really amazed that the Abbo.

Debates, .d iversity
end in constitution
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Is the SIC changing ignorance?
For the past semester and a half, the Student Issues Committee (SIC) has
busied itself with getting settled. Since its inception this summer, the SIC
has made huge soides in establishing itself as a viable Student Union
committee.
The SIC is responsible for the Gay Bashing Forum last semester and also
disoibuted flyers to every dorm that discussed the awareness of date rape.
The committee has been divided into six sub-committees that have been

I =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~
::0
being funded by the SU and the Housing Office, they have been able to
purchase posters, book speakers, and gain student acceptance.
The SIC is a broad group that is covering every issue that may arise; this
expresses an open-mindedness and a desire to promote student awareness.
According to Erin Lunz, who along with Bill O'Connell is a co-chair of
the SIC, "There is a lot of ignorance on this campus, and that needs to be
changed."
However, this broadness is working to dilute an organization that has
much potential. Each of the issues that the committee is tackling is huge.
Since there are so many issues, each is just superficially treated. The SIC
seems concerned with is the quantity of the issues, not the quality or depth
of their coverage.
The SIC has fulfilled its mission to address the issues of JCU's campus.
But now they must go one step further. They must not only address these
issues, but formulate a program which concentrates the SIC's efforts into
some form of action.
The SIC should begin to concern itself with perhaps two issues per
semester, while still being open to other issues that may develop. An
example of this is a response to the cigarette machine removal.
Then, within that semester, the SIC should completely delve into the
issues it has chosen. They must make sure that the issues aren't only
addressed once, with a speaker or flyer, but that the whole issue is
developed.
A second aspect to be addressed is student involvement with these
issues. One idea is to recruit group involvement with the SIC. Since the
SIC is working somewhat within the SU, there is a built-in access to many
of the campus organizations. Asking these organizations to help in the
development of a program is a beginning. This by its very nature will help
to include students in the process of addressing an issue.
The SIC must continue as a vital SU organization, making sure to be
complete when confronting issues. AIDS Awareness week promises to be
well along these lines.

RA conflict needs settlement
The first week of this semester Donna Byrnes, director of housing,
decided not to allow resident assistants to be Student Union executive
officers,editor-in-chiefofTheCarrollNews,orstationmanagerofWUJCFM. But the office of student affairs reversed this decision last week. Next
year RAs will be allowed to be secretary or treasurer of the SU, and the
following year RAs will be allowed to hold any SU, CN, or WUJC position,
except president of the SU.
The original decision to not allow RAs to hold these positions was a
good one. As B ymes explained in the Jan. 16 issue ofThe CN, such a policy
would allow these three organizations to grow and maintain healthy,
adversorial-when-necessary relationships. The policy was meant to prevent possible conflicts of interest.
However, it is imperative that everyone is given a fair chance to become
an RA. As Dr. James Lavin, vice president for student affairs, said: "The
current system is working well. Every student has to be evaluated based on
their time, interest and inclination."
Reversing the decision was a bad idea. Nominations for the SU offices
were accepted when RAs were not going to have the chance to occupy
these positions. The housing office's decision was then reversed, effectively not allowing an SU secretary or treasurer to become an RA, even
though one can still occupy both positions. The problem comes not with
issuing a new policy, but with reversing an old one. This reversal not only
undermines the authority of JCU policy makers, but it seems collusive.
The SU, concerned with its own development, has taken a step to
prevent future confusion and conflict. At Tuesdai s meeting Adrienne
D'Angelo and Greg Bauer proposed an amendment to the SU constitution
wbichwouklplobibitRAsflamoccupyingSUexecutiveolliiceli:IJOIID1118..--'--l
Once again, this is a good idea. The Office of S tudent A ffairs does not
need to make this policy; campus organizations could determine it themselves. If the people running influential campus organizations like the SU,
The CN and WUJC are tied to the Residence Life Office, the office will
exist above criticism. SU senators should vote in favor of the amendment
when it comes to a vote at next week's meeting, and other campus
organizations should consider similar amendments to their by-laws.

hits and misses
Hit: When questioned about the
administration's response to student concern over the removal of the cigarette
vendingmachines,ErinLurtz,SICC<K:hair,
said, "As rumored, smoking is considered
immoral."
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Miss: The untimely demise of the competition in the Carroll news industry, The
JCU Free Press. is heartbreaking to all of
us here at The CN. Hopefully, someone will
continue where they left off.
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l e t t e r s to
Millor 3rd responds to controversy
To the Editor:
I think everyone has laughed when watching "Saturday
Night Live," "Late Night with David Lettennan," or the
"Tonight Show." More often than not, the butt of their jokes
centers on public figures such as Dan Quayle and Mother
Teresa_ These jokes are meant for a chuckle or to inject
humor mto a far too serious controversy.
Joseph M. Cimpennan criticized Tim Janchar, artist of
a number of recent "another view" Forum cartoons, of
having a "twisted" senseofhumorand also implied that he
lacked the values of Ignatius. Both Janchar and every
member of MiJior 3rd agree that Fr. Lavelle has demonstrated a tremendous amount of courage by admilling
himself into a treatment program.lf Cimpennan had done
his homework to find background on Tim Janchar, he
would have found that our concerns for Fr. Mike are
genuine and his interpretations of the cartoon were incorrect
Janchar's cartoons in the Jan. 30 and Feb. 13 issues of The
CN, as well as the cartoon in question all adpress recent
controversies in the Carroll community. The purpose of
these cartoons was not to bash or ridicule anyone at Carroll,
but to show how ridiculous the controversies surrounding
the events are. The two letters to the editor concerning
Janchar's cartoon is just another example of the ridiculous
bickering that sometimes occurs at John Carroll. This is the
actual purpose of Janchar's cartoons; the residents of
Millor 3rd should know:_he is our neighbor.
Todd Anthony Guth
Shawn R. Phillips
Kevin Furlong
Ron Lane
DeMis J. Percy
Eric J. Murray
Bryan E. Davis

Toooltt.mrocr

Anthony G. Jannette
Stephen W. Hilbert
Stephen Shamrock
George Hasenohrl
Michael O'Leary
Mark A. Madeja
James Vernon
~R! Oll\ftlf8

Dennis M. Kasper

Speaker should be recognizable
To the Editor:
After four years of attending this "fine" institution of
ours, I am finally looking forward to graduation. With a
little bit of grumbling, and since I really had no choice, I
paid the $100 graduation fee like a good student and was
content to waiL Then I read the article in The Carroll News
stating who the commencement speaker would be. The
Most Reverend Father WHO? Now I want to make it clear
that I mean no ill intent, but I have no idea who this man is.
I am sure that he is an extremely pious man who has
accomplished a great deal, but perhaps a better choice
would have been someone who people knew.
The article also stated that senior students submitted a
list of potential candidates to the administration. First, I
myself have no knowledge of any such list, and even if
there was one, I highly doubt that the Reverend was the
students' top choice. What is going on here?
You would think that after four years, and almost
$60,000, the university could at least give us an entertainer
or a celebrity for our commencement address. Other colleges acquire such celebrities as Bill Murray, Dan Rather,
and even presidents, such as Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan,
and George Bush. Would it be too much to ask the administration to obtain someone who is known to more than
the Jesuit community?
Well, since graduation looks to be a bore, I guess I will
have to look forward to the post-graduation parties instead.
John J. O'Malley Jr.
Class of 1992

"Mannequin· offends
To the Editor:
We are writing in response to Ethan Kucharski's cartoon

the
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editor

Fr. Lavelle not only drinks, he drinks to the point where
strip "Mannequin." We are highly offended and disappointed with the degradation of women in his cartoons. The he is unable to stop. He knew that alcohol was incompatible
cartoon dealing with the character Kay, who was eating a with the medication he was taking to combat his heart
sundae, was especially offensive. At a time when eight condition, yet he could not put aside the liquor upon which
million people have eating disorders and 80 percent of he had so come to depend. This is not to assume that Fr.
those people are women, the cartoon becomes especially Lavelle is by any means a weak individual or one who
offensive and potentially damaging.
could not control himself; it merely points to the fact that
If one spends any time walking past the cardiovascular he has an alcoholic addiction. He has admitted this, both
room, one will observe that it is usually filled to capacity personally and publicly. He has certainly done his part.
with people working out We do recognize that physical Now it is our tum.
I do not profess to be an authority on alcoholism, nor can
fitness is important. However, many times this can be taken
to extremes. Having any character, especially a male l say that! have keenly felt the effects of being associated
character, commenting upon another character's weight is with someone who is an alcoholic. For me, and presumably
presumptuous and rude. Such remarks ean foster feelings a number of John Carroll students, Fr. Lavelle's condition
ofparanoiaregardingone'sweightandencourageadiston.ed leaves a number of unanswered questions. Therefore, I do
not agree with Joseph Cimpcnnan's contention that Tim
body image leading to anorexia or bulimia.
We ask that the Graphics section and Kucharski in Janchar's cartoon in the Forum section was the product of
particular be more aware and sensitive of the effects that a "twisted sense of humor." Rather, it was apparently
drawn by someone who docs not understand the gravity of
the wriuen word or drawings have on people.
the condition that it depicts. As a public figure, as the
president of this university, Fr. Lavelle did a courageous
Jennifer L. Souza
Laura M. Boustani
thing by admitting his disease, but he also did the obligaJulie Stocker
Beth Collins
tory thing. He recognized the need for students to know
Class of 1994
Class of 1993
what he was facing.
Women's Issues Club
Regardless of whether it is a justified response, I am
SU work is service, not salary
certain that some people feel betrayed by Fr. Lavelle's
alcoholism. He is revered by students who would like to
To the Editor:
consider
themselves in his care. While he openly disclosed
Last year the nation awoke one fine morning to find that
his
addiction,
he did not persistently publicly drink. Those
the Senate had voted themselves a pay raise while their
who
found
his
need for treatment shocking may also have
constill.lents were snug in their beds. A pay raise that
felt
deceived.
there
are serious unresolved issues in this
couldn't be passed in the light of day was passed in the dead
regard,
as
is
evidenced
by Janchar's attempt to make light
of night. People as you might imagine were slightly upset.
of
the
issue
by
way
of
his
cartoon.
Unlike the U.S. Senate that skulked around in the
Also
in
reference
to
this
cartoon, Prof. Dale E. Will iarns
midnight hours, the SU president has come forward brazenly
was,
in
a
very
diplomatic
sense,
"concerned ...by the blatant
asking the student body to ratify a proposal that is nothing
lack
of
understanding
that
an
addiction is considered a
short of the same sort of nonsense. ln both instances, the
medic al i\\ncss." Perhaps J anch ar unde rstan ds \.h::l.\ a\ co~~sML~~
'9ey deserved a financial accolade that
.,._.iNnllediadiUMa...._i:l......... 'tftwJI¥~
saicr''t'ii""atrYou do..."
an
addiction is viewed in this light
Think again.
Dr. Williams also asks if we are to "look forward 10
The Jesuit philosophy upon which JCU was founded
cartoons
lampooning lung cancer or AIDS victims." The
clearly points to the idea that service is its own reward.
very
recent
disclosure of Magic Johnson's AIDS diagnosis
Members of the SU are selected and thereby honored by
was handled in a compassionate, yet truthful fashion, one
their peers to hold the offices that they do. Participation in
student government is a learning experience for all in- that called attention to the disease and made it undeniably
volved-the minor leagues, if you will, for future citizens. real to those who had previously dismissed any possibility
that it may affect them. Magic Johnson is a welh,known
To ask for compensation for what is an honor in the first
public figure. Within our university, so is Fr. Lavelle.
place is a flagrant breach of the principles St Ignatius set
Fr. Fennessy believed that the staff ofThe Carroll News
down. Service to one's brothers and sisters is to be rendered
should "grow up" and not expeet to have been "spoon fed"
without thought to the cost, without thought of reward. As
the infonnation that Fr. Lavelle needed treatment for his
the Prayer of a Soldier of Christ states, " ...Give me Your
alcoholism.
No one is asking for the dirty details of Fr.
Love and Your Grace for this is sufficient for me." While
Lavelle's
condition-we
are trying to understand how
few among us can live up to this noble standard, all of us
being alcoholic can alter one's life. The students of this
areealled to a similar mission, that of selfless service toone
university do not want to be spoon fed, we merely want to
another.
Is it right then to compensate when no compensation is learn.
Attacking the manner in which students address Fr.
or has been deemed necessary in the SU's entire history?
Lavelle's alcoholism has not made the disease itself any
Why should we start now?
clearer. We attend this university in hopcsofbeingsupplied
The referendum on this issue will be a test of our
character as a University, or at very least of our priorities. information decisions and to acquire knowledge and understanding. People are talking loudly about AIDS, not
whispering about Magic Johnson. Please do not allow Fr.
David J. Dobo
Lavelle's plight to become a scandal.
Anthony A. Romano
Fr. Lavelle'sdependency illustrates that alcoholism is a
Class of 1993
reality. Could that first drink taken by a John Carroll
We should learn from
freshman be the fiTSt link in a similarly long chain of
alcohol abuse? We've talked about not drinking, now let's
Fr. lavelle's example
talk about why.
To the Editor:
After all the years, after all the money, values and hopes
Enrolling in this university entails making investments.
invested in my education, I'd hate to think that I might not
Students place their time, money and values on the line in
be able to fulfill my dreams because I couldn't stop filling
hopes of obtaining some personal goal. Sadly, many stumy glass.
dents feel that alcohol consumption is also a necessary
Could it happen to me? Could it happen to you?
component of the undergraduate curriculum. Students on
Please, somebody-say something.
this campus drink. I drink. So does Fr. Lavelle.
To my knowledge, nothing has been said about him that
Kathleen Osborne
can be construed as either slander or libel, but on that same
Class of 1993
token, not much has been said.
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Fennessy, Nuth defend choice of Weakland
Willing to listen on abortion issue, women's concerns

Archbishop has accomplished much
To the Editor:
It is sad to see a man like Rembert Weakland maligned by leuers in

The Carroll News.
He served the church in music and liturgy since 1957, rebuilt SL
Vincent's Archabbey physically and spiritually, founded new monasteries overseas, hosted the first meeting ofJewish and Catholic scholars
and dialogued with the Eastern Orthodox. For 10 years as head of all
Benedictines, he visited and guided more than 550 monasteries.
As Archbishop since 1977, he streamlined the Milwaukee diocese,
put women in senior positions, mandated lay councils, introduced
renewal programs, served the marginalized of every kind. He was one
of the four U.S. bishops at the anniversary of the six Jesuit martyrs in
El Salvador. He drafted the American Bishops' letter on economic
justice, a major piece of Catholic social teaching.
He unequivocally supports the Church's position that abortion is the
taking of human life and therefore morally wrong. But he held six
listening sessions with women on the topic. He said what he heard: that
some pro-life tactics are offensive, and that some "pro-life" people are
just "anti-abortion" and do not support a consistent ethic of life in other
areas. Can Catholic politicians impose their personal morality on a
pluralistic society against its will and laws?
Weakland thinks this complex question isn't yet resolved, and that
while we seek an answer we should allow Catholic politicians as much
latitude as reason permits. Some people want a different kind of
leadership; they regard consultation as weakness, criticism as betrayal,
and consideration as waffling.
I hope the Class of 1992 can appreciate and become leaders like
Weakland. He is concerned for all human life, open to listen, aware of
complexities and honest in acknowledging them, reasonable and
considerate, treating even his adversaries with decency and respecL
•· '«'h 1 ~- . . II 1 ai-Oiilica ·
Peter J. Fennessy, SJ.
Vice President for Campus Ministry
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To the Editor:
I wish to make some observations about the letters of Corey
Schaal and Brian Archdeacon objecting to the choice of Archbishop
Weakland as this year's commencement speaker. Schaal made
the point (strongly) that the opinions of the present senior class

any human power, in such wise
that in matters religious no one is
to be forced to act in a manner
contrary to one's beliefs"
(DignitatishWTUl!Ule2). While this
principle applies specifically to
freedom of one's choice of religion, it also applies by extension
to the exercise of freedom within

This does not absolve him from
listening to and trying to understand
those whose experiences and opinions
may differ from his.
ought to
gtven more
serious consideration in the decision-making process.
Since I am not privy to how
such decisions are made, I.am not
interested in making a judgment
about how this choice was handled.
But I do grant that Schaal has a
legitimate poinL The feelings and
opinionsofthegroupmostdirectly
affected by the choice certainly
ought to have been given a hearing, and perhaps their opinions
~ 10

hne

~

greater

weight

Yet Schaal expresses a lack of
"respect" for Archbishop Weakland for doing precisely what he
wishes the administration had done
for him and his peers-listening
to people's feelings and opinions
on the issue of abortion, listening,
indeed, to those most directly affected by the issue, listening 10
women.
Archbishop Weakland has not
"waffled" on the matter of abortion, as Brian Archdeacon claims.
He has made it very clear that he
supports the official church's
present teaching on abortion.
But this does not absolve him
from listening to and trying to
understand those whose experiences and opinions may differ from
his.
When I believe strongly in a
cause or idea, I may be motivated
to persuade others to agree with
me. But I never have !lie right to
force my opinion on others.
Granted, in its history, the
Roman Catholic Church has n·ot
always followed this principle. But
the Second Vatican Council made
it very clear with respect 10 the
acceptance of the Christian faith:
"This Vatican Synod declares that
the human person has a right to
religious freedom. This freedom
means that all are to be immune
from coercion on the part of individuals or of social groups and of

Weakland was acknowledging the
truth of this teaching. He was also
exhibiting a pastoral sensitivity to
women and women's experience
which is sad I y lacking in our maledominated church.
He was acting in accordance
with the directives of Vatican II:
"Let [pastors] consider... the
projects, suggestions, and desires
proposed by the laity... [and] respectfully acknowledge that just
freedom which belongs to everyone in this earthly city" (Lumen
gentium 37).

Perhaps if people on both sides
of the abortion debate-whether
in political or ecclesial settingswould learn to listen to the experiences and opinions of the other,
we might not fmd ourselves at
such an impasse with respect to
this issue.
We might fmd, for example,
that few "pro-choicers" think
abortion a desirable option, and
that few "pro-lifers" are bent on
treating as criminals women who
have abortions. Archbishop
Weakland has provided a helpful

The Roman Catholic Church is
a higllly structured organization
with a well-oiled mechanism for
issuing explicitly defined guidelines for human moral conduct.
However, this has never meant in
the church's whole history, and
does not mean today, that a
member of that church must
blindly agree with or blindly obey
such directives.
All teaching, including church
teaching, must be freely accepted eJWnple thM mi~ benefi~
in order to be human and pur- cial for all involved in the debate.
Corey Schaal felt his desires
poseful.
In thecaseofhuman behavior, for input into the choice for a
the free exercise of conscience graduation speaker were circummust be the final determining fac- vented and ignored. I invite him
tor in one's choice of action. It is for a moment to consider how
to be expected that. under most women must feel whose expericircumstances, one's conscience ences and opinions have been igwill be in agreement with official nored by the church's male hierarteaching. Conscience has been chy for almost two thousand years.
What in the world is wrong
formed and shaped by church
teaching, for one thing, and all with a bishop's attempt to listen to
members of the church are guided them?
by the same Spirit of God.
Joan M. Nuth, Ph.D.
But once in a while, due to
Assistant Professor of
particular circumstances and exReligious Studies
periences, and after due deliberation, one may in conscience be
compelled to disagree with official
Attend The CN
teaching, or at least disregard it in
a particular instance.
faculty
In such a case, one must obey
open house
one's conscience. This is the
teaching of the church.
Today, Thursday
It seems to me that. in listening
12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
to the concerns of women with
respect to abortion, Archbishop

..

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor,
as it is our way of knowing what you like or
dislike about the newspaper, the campus, or life
in general. We ask that letters be submitted by
10 p.m. Monday, in The Carroll News office, to
ensure their publication. We reserve the right to
edit letters for clarity or space considerations.
Letters must be signed and accompanied by your
phone number. Letters become CN property.
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Marriott
selects J CU
for food test
Tara Schmidtke
News Ed1tor
John Carroll University has
been chosen by Marriou's National Education System to
sample and test the bakery section as part of a national attempt
to standardize Marriott's food
system.
"Wc want to create a tool that
will enable managers to consistent! y deliver and have our customers consistently receive high
quality presentation, product and
service," said the memo to the
different Marriott branches.
According to Daniel Yaeger,
director of Marriott Food Service atJCU, different universities have been chosen to sample
and test different aspects of the
food system. The testing has
been occurring for the past three
months and will conclude this
week. Reports from the differentsehoolswill thenbereviewed
by the Marrioll president of
educational system and be incorporated into a standardized
report which can be used as a
future model.
"We want to come to someF=~~t thin ~pliqable tomostcollege
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SU addresses new issues, passes bills
John Thome
News Writer

At another busy Student Union
meeting on Feb. 18, many issues
were addressed, including the
failure of the monetary compensation issue to appear on the
election baJiot, an amendment to
disallow students from being an
executive officer as well as a resident assistant and a bill to call for
student voice in deciding the
commencement speaker.
The referendum concerning
monetary compensation, in the
amount of SlOOO a year for executive officers, was not placed
on the election ballot this year due
to the inability of senators to collect the required number of signatures.
There needed to be 25% of the
student body's signatures in order
for this issue to be added to the
ballot. After receiving only 493
of the 800 signatures needed, the
bill has now been dropped.
RA restrictions resurface

TheMarriottfoodsystem was
tested based on product selection, food preparation, food presentation and customer service.
Since one out of ten coUege
students eat Marriott food,
Yaeger believes this is an important development.
"I'm excited about Carroll
being chosen to be a model for
all the schools," said Yaeger.
"We really received a lot ofgood
response and feedback."

The question of whether an executive officer can also be a resident assistant came back as a bill
only a week after the director of
student affairs, Lisa Hec:kman,
announced that the stipulation had
been rescinded.
According to Gn!g11ata!r;ont~
oflhe bill'spresenters, the bill has
gone through the administration,
and is now being looked at "from
the other end."
The bill states "It is impossible
to establish which duty takes
precedence over the other should
connict of time and or interest
arise." This was the biggest area
of concern during the debate over
this bill.
No vote will be made on this
bill unul next week, since it is an

Chris Kazor
News Editor
With the threat of AIDS becoming more prevalent, the AIDS
sub-committee of the Student Issues Comm ittec has sevcra I events
planned to educate the John Carroll
University community during
AIDS Awareness Week which
begins tomorrow and runs through
Thursday, Feb. 27.
The week has been organized
by co-chairpersons junior Julie
Smith and sophomore Michelle
Macaluso.
The activities begin on Saturday night, when the Cleveland
Playhouse will present the play
Love and Science at 8 p.m. in Kulas
Auditorium. This play is a drama
which looks at the issues surrounding AIDS. It is being offered to the school as an educa-

tiona! promotion and admission
will be free.
On Monday, a mov ic is planned
for the Jardine Room at 8 p.m.
The movie concerns the Quilt
Project, \\ hich is a memorial to
AIDS victims.
Krista Blake, a Youngstown
State student, will come to speak
on Tuesday at8 p.m. in thcJardine
Room. Blake is a heterosexual
who has tested HIV posiuve.
Throughoutthe week the AIDS
sub-comm iuec will be spreading
literature and information.
"We are hoping that people on
this campus become more in touch
with real social problems in the
world," said Macaluso. "Although
we don't see AIDS much at John
Carroll, it is growing rapidly and
is becoming an epidemic in our
age group."

accoun~Yaegel.

NEWS
amendment to the Constitution,
but it appears to be stirring up
conflicting views.
"It'sbecomingmorepolitical,"
said Adrienne D•Angelo, another
presenter of the bill. D'Angelo
stated that as a member of the
administration, anRAcouldcome
in conflict with the views of the
Student Union.
Students desire c hoice
Also at the meeting, a recommendation was passed by the
senate which seeks "active participation in the selection of the
commencement speaker."
Tony DiMaria, the presenter of
this bill, stated that students were
very concerned about the lack of
communication surrounding the
choice of the commencement
speaker. The Archbishop of Milwaukee, Rembert Weakland, has
been chosen to speak at this year's
commencement.
"Pcopleeame to me about this,"
said DiMaria. "It was strictly because of the constituents that I
decided to deal with this issue.
They were wondering why we had
picked him [Weakland) and why
speakers they had chosen weren 't
selected."

DiMaria will now submit this
recommendation to W. Douglass
Bookwalter, assistant to the president
Racial issues addressed
At the Student Union meeting
held Feb. II, a bill was passed
concerning the need to "deal with
the racial gulf in the United States."
The bill, which will be presented to President George Bush,
asks for the creation of federally
funded elementary and secondary
education to deal with the "historical truths of slavery and its
debilitating genocide on the African people."
"We need to start at a young
age to expose them to the truth,"
said SU PrcsidcntJoc Cimperman.
"They need to realize that something can change."
The bill also said "we must
fuUy come to terms with the fact
that, in conservative estimates, 60
million Africans were murdered
throughout the implementation of
slavery as a means of free labor."
There was some debate among
senators about the wording of the
bill but it passed with 21 for, 5
against, and 5 abstaining.
The bill was officially typed

and mailed to the White House on
Feb. 17. Cimperrnan states that
the bill is only a suggestion.
"I think it's important for the
student body to realize that the
issues and concerns deal with the
Univcrsi ty and socicty as a whole,"
said Cimperman.

Press Conference
continued from page 1
Naypauer had said earlier that the
left over concessions could not be
resold anyway.
As for the mauer of food being
charged, Naypauer saad, "There
were three expenses that were for
pizza. Those l included as incentive expenses. Those were done to
the people that had worked the
games."
Naypauer, while not denying
some mistakes, contended that he
did everything accordmg to procedure and that for a committee in
its firs t year the fund raisi ng
committee did well.
Junior senator Laura Boustani
said, ''This is the first year we've
tried it [fWld raising committee],
if there were some mistakes, I
don't think one indiVIdual should
be faulted this much for whatever
the mistakes were."
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Small ambassadors,
big message

Use bo
photos

EXCEP.-

"You can see and hear black history in the eyes and voices of these
children- One day, they will be the ones writing it." Anthony President,
Black United Students Association President.·

importaot that
we learn to appreciate the

diversity in cultures"
- Dr. Shirley Seaton
Brandie Saculla
Photo Editor

The voices of many cultures filled the Atrium last Friday
afternoon. Under the direction of Mr. Zaccari as, 67 Daniel
E. Morgan Elementary School students, grades 4 through 6,
sang songs from many cultures in honor of Black History
Month.
Multi-cultural affairs director Ron Oleksiak and assistant
director Dr. Shirley Seaton organized this and many other
choir presentations throughout the month for the basic
purpose of awareness. "It is imponam to appreciate the
diversity in cultures," Seaton said. The students sang
African American songs as well as Amish hymns and
traditional American.
The awareness that multi-cultural affairs is trying to

express works "both ways" according to Oleksiak. "The
objective is not only to expose the children to college life,
uf t) tO expose the cone e stu<'!ents to the variety of
cultures that exist in Cleveland."
Black United Students Association President, Anthony President, feels that it is important to expose the
JCU students to Black History Month through such activities, but also believes it is important to remember that
black history should not be confmed to only one month,
"Black history is being written as we speak," said President. President said that bringing in students from an irmer
city school such as Daniel E. Morgan is a big step in
attaining multi-cultural awareness, but that administration
and campus organizations can always contribute more.
President said that Multi-cultural affairs activities for
black history month are very positive, and still have room
for growth.
The Multi-Cultural Affairs Office plans to have Collinwood High School Choir sing in the Atrium on Friday.
Feb. 21. Oleksiak and SeatOn work year-round to plan
diverse culture awareness programs such as this. "It's a
general committment to what our office is about," Seaton
said. Black History Month is com ing to a close, but as
President said, "The journey's not over yet."

Mr Zaccarlas leads the Daniel E.
Morgan Choir students in a tribute
to Black History Month (left).
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Physical abuse attacks relationships
Erin Guirtinger

cuts that are problems and no
matter how difficult to deal with,
This article will be part one of should not be ignored.
Physical abuse between a
a two part series on physically
abusive relationships.
boyfriend and a girlfriend happens
A love tap between a boyfriend for many reasons. The mate who
and a girlfriend is usually harmless. is exerting the physical harm docs
A playful wrestling match is often so because he or she has to feel a
a laughing matter. This kind of sense of power and wants to excn
physical contact between mates is dominance over his mate. Joe
usually nothing more than playful Farrell, dean of students, said
"Most of these physical fights arc
fighting.
Love taps and playful shoves triggered by one mate's jealousy.
arc hannless and usually don't And sometimes alcohol is inleave any war wounds and often volved."
There are signs that should be
aren't problematic. It's the hits
and shoves that leave bruises and watched for if one think he or she
Features Editor

is falling into an abusive relationship.
•Jealousy and possessiveness.
There is a certain amount of jealousy that is normal with any relationship. However if he or she is
modifying his or her behavior
because of fear what their mate
will do to them, that is a key sign
to escape that relationship.
•Frequent personality change.
Ifyour mate is charming and sweet
one minute, then turns around and
is quick-tempered and harsh the
next, that is a good sign of potential problems.
•Control by punishmcnL Once

the abuser feels he or she has the

upper hand, he or she can effectively control you by withholding
his or her love and affection.
·Stripping one's self-confidence. The fastest way a mate can
begin to walk all over you is to
undermine your feelings and accomplishments.
•Placing blame. Your mate
might blame you and everyone
else for things that go wrong.
Abusers don't like to accept responsibility for their mistakes.
When he or she starts to hit you
because of it, you' ll think it's because you deserve it.

These are some key signs to
look out for if you think you could
be falling into an abusive relationship.
The first advice that can be
given is to tell someoncthat you
trust. It is imperative to get help
as soon as physical abuse is exerted upon you. These abusive
relationshipsarcsimilarto drug or
alcohol addictions. One gets so
deeply that it is imposs1blc to get
out without help. The National
Domestic Violence Hothne at, 1800-333-SAFE, has trained advisors, 24 hours a day ready to listen
and refer you counslors

Convenient eateries available to John Carroll students
LaRich 's, located on Cedar Chinagate is located next to Corky
road, has a special menu just for andLenny's,andhasspecialcomFortheragingcollegcstudent's John Carroll University students. bination plates for one to six
appetite, the Inn-Between and the And Geraci's, located on people. A 10 percent discount is
Marriott Food Service are avail- WarrensvilleCenterRd.,isknown offered to any student who shows
able. Although withinoneminute specifically for their excellent his/her JCU I.D. Pick-up orders
are also available. Singapore, loof the donns, this option ge·ts to be pizza.
cated
on Warrensville Center Rd.,
a little monotonous.
Aurora, across from Geraci's,
also
has
special combination plates
Students want variety in their has good spaghetti, and every
to
let
the
customer try a few differmeals,especiallywhenpizzaweek Tuesday night they have Karioke
ent
dishes.
or Chinese week rolls around at and 10 cent wings for all JCU
However, if one doesn't want
the cafeteria However this vari- students. Also Shaker Deli and
ety needs to be inexpensive to Bakery is located near Russo's
~MiillliJ ~~~~~~~illfi~in~dRoiffiie;;,J
rs freshly made sand'l
saladS. And Ifyou dill
the Deli before 9:30 a.m. and
place your order, they will have it
tance.
There are many restaurants ready to pick up before 11:30a.m.
These are all places within
within a 10 tol5 minute walking
distance off campus. Corky and walking distance if one does not
Lenny's, located in the Cedar- have access to a car. Even if one
Center shopping center. offers does have a car, these are close
differentspecialseachday. Corky enough where it is good to get out
and Lenny's owner says, "Weare and get a good walk in to burn off
known for our excellent corned those calories after the meal.
If one is looking for somethin5
beefsandwiches." They also serve
breakfast. lunch and dinner, and a little different to eat other than
have everything from omelettes the regular sandwiches and deli
and sandwiches lo steak and sea- foods, Chinagate and Singapore
offer a Iittle variety to the student.
food.
Brian Barrett

Features Writer

to leave the warmth of his or her
donn while the winter season is
still here, there are delivery services available. Of course, there
arc the usual Dominos and Pizza
Hutservices which arealwaysseen
running around campus.
But. why not try something
different for a change. Captain
Tony's Pizza and Pasta Emporium offers free delivery and 10 to
20percentoff with a Student Union

discount sticker. Another delivery service is the Philly Connection. They specialize in the Philadelphia Chessestcak sandwich and
also offers free delivery and coupon discounL
So the next time the Inn-Between doesn't sound too exciting
or your taste buds are screaming
for more variety than what Marriott
offers, remember how close these
restaurants really arc to campus.

THE RONKIN EDUCATIONAL
GROUP

f'RlElE

Presents

D~AGlNJOSlr~CC lrlEST~lNJG

for the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, & MCAT
February 25 & 26
6:00 p.m. in Murphy
followed by:

HAPPY HOUR at FINNEGAN'S RAINBOW
Bring your Ron kin cup for $2 draft & FREE
chicken wings 8-12 p.m. ·

..-.-r-=-:T HE_ __

I
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ATTENTION!!
MILLOR ORATOR INFORMATION
• The Millar Orator speaks as the representative for the
Graduating Class at Commencement.
• The Millar Orator must be graduating in May.
.

• Applications will be sent to each Senior and may also
be obtained in the Dean of Students Office.

• All applications and a typed copy of your speech
must
received in the Dean t
ff.
Friday, March 13.

• If you have any questions, you may contact either:

poRN

CARROLL~

UNIVERSITY

Lisa Heckman
Director of Student Activities
Student Life Office
or
Tony DiMaria (691-9642)
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Albertville's secrets opened by games
Stephanie Slanina
Assistant World VIew Editor
Last semester
Albertville if someone had
Winter '92 asked me where
Albertville was
located, I would
have shown my
ignorance by
saying, "It's probably in Alberta,
Canada."
Now amidst the 1992 Olympics, everyone in the world is
watching this remote town in the
Savoie region of France.
Albertville is the ceremonial
center for the Olympics. The figure skating and speed skating

events take place there while the
other events are being held at 10
nearby venues, among them
Mtribel, Courchevel and La
Plagne.
According to A1 Greenberg, in
an article in Skiing, Albertville is
known for its beauty. Although
the French Alps reach altitudes of
10,000 feet near Albertville, the
village is not a ski area. Located
near Albertville, however, is Val
d'Istre which is famous for its
skiing.
The Olympics have caused
many changes in Albertville according to Marlise Simons in her
article in the New York Times. The

French government put in a fourlane highway, a new post office
and a bus and train station. AJ.
bertville also has four new hotels,
a modem hospital, a sewage treat·
ment plant and a fresh coat of
paint for its downtown buildings.
Conflans, a 12th century ruins
locatedonacliffaboveAibertville,
has also been restored. The ruins
were the original settlement of
Albertville. Its old stone houses
are now stores, restaurants and a
history museum.
One of Albertville's secrets is
the Abbey of Notre Dame de
Tamic, which is close to the summit of the Tamic pass. It was

Skiers avoid Olympic traffic jams
Dave Knickerbocker
e 1992. Newsdoy
MERIBEL,
Albertville France - GetWinter '92 ting around to the
Olympic events
in Les Trois
Va lites [The
Three Valleys)
- the ski resorts of Courchevel,
Meribel and Les Menuires-can
be a hassle.
c valleys P<>t£e ipto the
Savoie Alps like the fmgers of a
glove, and in nonnal times the
resorts are about 30 minutes or
more apart by car or bus. For
these Winter Garnes, you can
double the length of the trip.
The two-lane roads that snake
up the mountains switchback after switchback are steep and narrow, and the absence of guard
rails or retaining walls is, at best,
disconcerting. Even on the best
of days, bus service is slow and
erratic, and private cars and taxis
are banned from the access roads
on the days when events are
scheduled.
But a visitor to the Olympics

can step into a pair of skis anywhere in the three valleys and in a
mauer of minutes find himself in
an adjoining valley. In fact, locals
say salesmen who service stores
in the three valleys often park their
car in one valley, and, using their
own skis, head out to make their
business visits.
The region is one of the most
highly developed ski centers in
the Alps and has 190 lifts ranging
from platter-pulls to aerial tram·
ways, more than 600rnaded trails,
hundreds of acres of open slopes
and more thana dozen lifts and ski
trails linking the resorts.
The Circuit Les Trois Valltes,
a tour of the resorts on skis, is a
popular attraction of the region. It
is for skiers of every ability, with
routes ranging from easy to very
difficult Lift tickets are interchangeable.
The French method of rating
trails is similar to the American
system, with the easiest runs
shown in green on trail maps,
moderate runs in blue and difficult trails in red. Very difficult
trails - the equivalent of double

black diamonds in the United
Statcs-arecolored black. and the
French aren't kidding.
For a circuit of the resorts that
begins and ends near the hockey
stadium in Meribel, I chose an
easy route to Courchevel, where
the 70- and 90-meter ski jumps are
located. It began with a five-minute
ride in the Burgin-Saulire, a sixpassenger gondola that terminates
about halfway up the mountain.
To the left of the gondola terminal a Jong, open slope fell away
gently to the base ofachairlift that
rises to Col de Ia Loze, a 7,500foot mountain pass. Barely 15
minutes after boarding the gondola in Meribel, I was cruising
down a nicely groomed blue trail
to Courchevell850 (the numbers
indicate its altitude in meters),
which is the center of the sprawling resort.
In all three valleys, the scenery
was beautiful - snow-capped
peaks, massifs and open snow
fields. It's a treat for the eyes.
Yes, skiing is the best way to
travel at these Winter Olympic
Games.

Vietnam facing tough economic times
Charles P. Wallace

e 1992. Los Angeles Times

HANOI, Vietnam-When the
Soviet bloc still existed and socialist fraternity counted for
something, Nguyen Van Dong
made a good living as a guest
worker earning $450 a month at a
factory in Czechoslovakia
But when his contract ended,
communism had left Eastern Europe and Dong was sent home. He
has been unable to find a job in
three years.
Now Dong works as a barber
for 30 cents a day on Hanoi's Hair
Cutting Street, where the work is
improvised and there is no over-

head apart from a rickety chair on
the sidewalk.
"I don't think I'll ever find a
job. Life is very hard in Viemam,"
said Dong, who trained as a barber
in the Vietnamese army.
As Dong's plight illustrates,
Vietnam is being hit by a wave of
unemployment that is threatening
to undermine the government's
efforts to reform the moribund
socialist economy. As a result, the
government appears to be slackening the pace of reforms to prevent the unemployment rate from
surging.
F~r the first time in memory,
beggars now throng the streets of

Vietnam's capital seeking handouts of money and food. While
begging has been commonplace
in southern v:etnam for some
time, it was never tolerated in the
north.
In addition to beggars, the
streets are lined with peuy entrepreneurs selling a few cans of
beer or loaves of bread, or offering a bicycle taxi ride. They are
all unemployed.
Official estimates place the
level of unemployment at slightly
more than 10 percent. But Westem economists put the level of
unemployment closer to 40 percent

founded in 1132 and now is the
home of cloistered Trappist
monks. It is possible for a visitor
to stay up to seven days in this
quietsetting. Thereare also many
restaurants hidden throughout
this region.
The 16,500 people of
Albertville have already thought
about what is going to happen
after the Olympics. The Olympic
offices arc going to be turned into
classrooms and the skating tracks
are going to be an athletic stadium.
The Olympic stadium will be
partially disassembled and
shrunken to serve as a smaller
soccerstadium, more appropriate
for the needs of the small Alpine
city.
Parts of the stadium will then
be reassembled at the Summer
Olympic Games in Barcelona,
Spain.
Today if someone asked me
where Albertville was, I would
say that it is in eastern France,
and not only is it the home of the
1992 Olympics, but it is also a
small town with millions of secrets waiting to be discovered.

news quiz
1.) The leader of the proIranian party of God, Sheik
Abbas Musawi, was killed by
_ forces in Lebanon.
a) Israeli; b) Iraqi;
c)Palestinian; d) Jordanian

2.) Protesters in_ called
on President Mobutu to aJiow
a national democracy conference to resume.
a) Senegal; b) Tunisia;
c) Zaire; d) Algeria
3.) The U. S. two-man
bobsled team finished_.
a) first; b) second;
c) fifth; d) seventh
~.) The more than 2,100
murder victims in
was
nearly 15 times greater than
the Americans killed in the
Persian Gulf war,
a) Los Angelos;
b) Chicago;
c)New York;
d) Detroit

"""-'< l)a;2)c;3)d;4)c
Campled by: Swpl-aaja SlmiDa
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justifiy its violence
Ron Howell
1992. Newsdoy
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti - In a transparent attempt to win
the support of the United States, the Haitian army is using harsh,
red-baiting rhetoric to justify its ongoing repression against a
fearful population.
Even as they carried out the Sept 30 coup against leftist
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, elements of the army may have
believed that they would receive a wink and nod of approval from
the United States, observers say. The United States helped create
the Haitian army early in this century, and although relations were
sometimes stormy, the United States nurtured the Haitians in anticommunism.
"They had every right to believe on the basis of past performance
that we would have welcomed the coup," said Robert White,
former U.S. ambassador to El Salvador and other Latin American
countries, who ended a four-day fact-finding mission in Haiti last
week. White is scheduled to testify about Haiti before a congressional committee Wednesday.
"Under the Reagan administration we would have applauded
that," White added. "Now there's a new set of rules that nobody
explained. In a way, you feel sorry for them."
While the Bush administration had lillie sympathy for Aristide,
it immediately condemned the overthrow of the democratically
elected president, instituted a trade embargo against Haiti and
expressed disgust at the ongoing army violence.
The army is continuing its campaign ofterror. Unlike any time
since the Duvalier dictatorship, which ended six years ago,
Haitians are afraid to do or say anything that may provoke the
wrath of authorities. The price could be blood.
In this atmosphere of terror, 10,000 boat people are being
forcibly repatriated to Haiti from the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo
Bay on Cuba. The Bush administration says the Haitians are not
fleeing political persecution, but are escaping the country's extreme poverty, and are therefore not eligible for asylum in the
United States. Critics say the Bush policy is racist and inhumane.

e

Delegates leave with
strong impressions of
John Carroll University

John Carroll's Kelly Crowe and University of
Seattle's Dan Thenell aquaint themselves at
Thurday evening's delegate reception (left).
Following the reception, Fr. J. Glenn Murray, S.J.
spoke on lgnatian values for the convention
keynote address (right).

Nora Mac.kin
Assistant Forum EdttOf

What do people from Rock hurst and Georgetown and Creighton think of John
Carroll? Do studef'ts at Fordham and St. Peter's and Loyola wish they lived in
Ohio? How do you find the answers to these questions? Simple. Throw a
convention for a mess of Jesuit universities. O.K. Fine. So that wasn't exactly the
point of last week's JUSTICE convention, but it worked anyway.
What will JUSTICE delegates remember most about John Carroll? Undoubtedly, the SAC Conference room. Within the walls of that dim room with poor
acoustics and nonexistent temperature regulating capabilities, hours of politicking, debating, compromising and alliancecreat.ing were spent. The room contained
people making history and will certainly be what is most recalled in thoughts of
John Carroll.
But what else about our campus made an impression? Understandably, the
statue ofour namesake got quite a few laughs. Some hailing from warmer climates
were amazed by the snow. A few people wanted to know what exactly a Blue Streak
is and I couldn't give them a satisfying answer {It's kind of like a lightning bolt.
but, uh, it's blue...).
The most surprising comment was "Your campus is so big!" I don't know, but
when the word "big" is used in relation to our beloved square inch of the world, I
assume my fmnest anti-sarcasm stance, and prepare to repel the attack.
But no. It was not sarcasm. It's true. John Carroli really is bigger than a bread
box (or at least St. Peter's College).
But. lest my ego have a moment to grow ac; large as our campus, a voice from
Loyola of Chicago rang out in question. "Is this all there is?" Yeah. Fine. Thanks.
So much for gloating about size.
People also commented about how homogeneous our campus is, and how it's
kind of isolated from reality. Oh really, is it that obvious?
Overall, the delegates were impressed. They commented on the beauty of the
campus and the feeling of community which is characteristic of Carroll. A lot was
accomplished and a lot was enjoyed. John Carroll hosts a mean convention. May
JUSTICE accomplish mueh and return to our campus in the future.

Dean Magda lin of Loyola University of Chicago was
elected by the delegates as the chairman of the new
nation board of JUSTICE. Magdalin looks forward to
helping organize the next naitonal JUSTICE convention
to be held this fall at Loyola Marymou nt in Los Angeles.

Dennis Dew and Amanda
Thompson relax together
Sunday in the SAC Conference
room after signing the JUSTICE
constitution. Thompson later
returned to her home campus of
Creighton University in Omaha.
Pholoc II¥ lhndie ~and 111111 SdnNr. 1111 and
...,_!If P"J Hrwd~M,IIIIII Sdnm. and Ana. ZuU.

Many have said thatJUSTICE would make
history. Through this weekend's activities,
Jesuit University and College Stuoents Concerned With Empowerment proved to be so in
many ways. The history of the fi rst national
convention itself showed how confusion and
unfamiliarity became friendship arxt union.
Also, the concept of JUSTICE, or its"Spirit,"
as its founder Elmer Abbo caJJs it is just
beginning its history.
The convention produced many things. Its
main goal, a constitutional structure, was
achieved. Additionally, the convention saw
an alliance of colleges and students. Seventeen of the 28 Jesuit schools sent90delegates
to hash out the structure and issues of this new
organization .
The convention opened on Friday night
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JUSTICE For All

Convention delegates from ,he
Univers1ty of Scranton, Mike Guiry, Jeff
McGuckin, and Ralph Colo, admire the
photograph of all of those that attended
the convention (left). Colo was also seen
signing the constitution, which was
unanimously passed (top).

For all Jesuit university and college students,
a national association was initiated this
weekend at John Carroll University.
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with the keynote address by Rev. J. Glenn
Murray, SJ.,aJesuit working with the Cleveland Diocese. "The greatest hallmark of the
Jesuit style of education is discernment," Fr.
Murray said. He asked the delegates to tell
him some of the world's problems. They
counted homelessness and poor education
among them. They could have also mentioned
the uncertainty of the convention's future.
"I wasn't pr~pared for a room full of leaders," said Abbo. The first day's session
demonstrated how hard it is to build consensus. Saturday's sessions saw work: far into
Sunday morning. The final draft of the constitution was revealed Sunday, as delegates
signed it before they left for home.
Both Joseph Cimperrnan and Abbo agreed
that the convention ended on a high note. "As
the people walk:ed away there was the excitementof'Ican'twait,'" said Abbo. Cimperrnan
said that "we.discemed the purpose and neces-

sity of our organization." The new constitution defines JUSTICE as "an alliance of the
Jesuit colleges and universities of the United
States • dedicated to fostering leadership
through communication, education, and service in the Ignatian Tradition."
They also discerned that this tradition is
one of "faith, intellectual strength, and academic pursuits. The Ignatian ideal demands
thought, service, reason, and enlightened debate in a defined vision that promote empowerment" Empowerment, the hallmark of
the group, is to give to others the ability they
lack. "Men and women for others,"
Cimperrnan said.
Dean Magdalin, the Loyola University of
Chicago sophomore who was elected national
chairperson ofJUSTICE, said that "It should
last indefinitely. If the compassion and diligence continue, this should be an eternal
group."

Elmer Abbo, Fr. J . Glenn Murray, S.J ., and Joe Clmpennan discuss
lgnatian ideals together before the convention session begin.
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Taylor addresses the
future·of education

~·--~·~·· .., .,.

Students and adults alike
gathered to hear Dr. Dalmas
Taylor, a psychologist and vicepresident of the University of
Vermont speak on the future of
education on Thursday, Feb. 13,
in the Jardine Room.
In his lecture entitled
"Whither Education: Arc We
Losing Our Future?" Dr. Taylor
said education should begin and
be emphasized in the home.
"Parents should do more than
pay for education," Taylor said.
He also appealed to parents to
draw on their past to guide their
child's learning.
"The choice of which school
to attend," Taylor said, "should
begin with discussions with the
family."
According 10 Taylor, in order
for a student 10 receive a quality
education, a student must possess
several tools: a mastering of the
English language in both writing
and speaking, a solid mathematical background, and an introduction 10 a £oreip lanpage or

mold." In order to correct education, Taylor feels schools should
promote multi-cui tura1 awareness.
Taylor offered these suggestions because by the year 2000,
one-third of children in schools
and20percentoftheworkforceis
going to be a minority.
Taylor believes diversity is one
of the most urgent challenges in
schools today.
"Resistance to change is persistentand ultimately brutal," said
Taylor. Asaresult,schooladministration feels intimidated by multiculture learning and therefore refuses to change curriculum. Textbooks distort culrural contributions
and "any curriculum which adheres to the 'Melting Pot' theory
is wrong," Taylor said. If this
persists, Taylor believes minorities will be swallowed up and lose
their identity.
Despite this, Taylor sees hope
for the future. Hebelievestoday's
youth havechanged; they are
commiu.ed to making the world a
better place.
"Students have taken an active
role in promoting multi-cultural
awareness," said Taylor.

dent mus1 make reading a prior-

help promote mulli -culwral

be examined by lhc play The

awareness?
Taylor offered a few sugges"Reading is the foundation of
a solid education," said Taylor. tions. First, Taylor appealed for
Taylor also believes society exchange programs with tradiand education still adhere 10 the tional black universities. Second,
cultural homogeneity principle. he suggested hosting speakers on
''The 'Melting Pot' theory is campus who would expose us to a
no longer accurate," Taylor said, greater cultural diversity. Lastly,
"it melts us into a Eurocentric he urged students to investigate

Meeting at Kulas Auditorium at
8 p.m. Today in theRecPlex the
CoUinwood High School Choirs
will perform from 11:45 am. to
12:45 p.m.

Jon Beech
Campus Ute Writer

ity.

Antioch Retreat offers
fun, spirituality
Carolyn Sennett
or

.-.-y o1 t1>e otra or Maltblouol AIWD

Dr. Charles Taylor, vicepresident of the University of
Vermont, gave a lecture on
"Whither Education: Are We
Losing Our Future" Thursday
Feb. 13.

whether or not the University is
adhering 10 the affumative action code. If not, expose them.
''There is resistance," Taylor
said, "and it's not going to go
away. What you have to do as
students is hold f&~ ... it's a
tough proposition."
Taylor spoke as part of Black
His10ry Month at JCU. On Feb.
27, lhc Uves of Malcolm X and
t n • r.,

Registration for the 12th semiannual Antioch Retreat opened and
closed within only weeks due to the overwhelming response.
The "Antioch Experience" offers John Carroll University students a chance "to get away 10 reflect on their values," said Sr. Mary
Noel, O.P., coordinator of the retreat
The retreat will take place April 3 and 4 at the Carrollodge.
During these two days students will participate in icebreakers, prayer
experiences, silent reflections, attend a liturgy, and listen to a series
of presentations on the topics of prayer, intimacy, problems of young
adulthood, and service. All the activities for the weekend are
organized by a team of JCU students.
"The focus of the retreat invites people to grow in relationships
with themselves, others, and God," said Noel. Students will also
examine how they can be of service 10 others through the recognition
of their own talents and relationships, Noel explained.
The response to the retreat has been so successful that registration
was closed as of Tuesday at 4 p.m.
"Most people have a positive experience from theretreatand want
to come back 10 be a team member,"Nocl said.
Jerry Bjelopera, who has participated in the Antioch retreat both
as a partaker and a team member, explained that no two retreats are
the same.

"Antioch was a nice balance between spirituality and personal
experiences that you have to deal with," Bjelopera said. "It is an
excellent way 10 geta better understanding of myself, others, and my
faith." Bjelopera also noted that the team created a comfortable
atmosphere where faith and personal experiences could be easily
disclosed.
The title Antioch was chosen for the retreat after the name of the
ancient city where the followers ofChrist were fllStcalled Christians.
'The Christians were noted for their love and concern for ·others.
Antioch is only one of the retreats offered at JCU. Others include
the Freshmen retreat, Eight Day Silent retreat, and CARE, through
which students travel 10 the inner city to help the needy and then
reflect on their experiences. Each retreat is coordinated by Campus
Ministry.
The Antioch Retreat will take place again in the fall of 1992.

question of the week:

''If you were an Olympic athlete, what
would your award wtnnJng sport be?'

JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
DEPATMENT OF CLASSICAL AND
MODERN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
announces a

F01RlEIGN FILM SlERilES

Pete Cooney
Junior

Shawn "Crash" Ganno
Senior

as part of its cultural activities

"Free form snowblowtng."

"Hockey. but first I'd have
to leam to ice skate."

"Downhill automobile tree
colliding."

Bob Dettinger
Sophomore

Hiroko Otsubo
Junior

Usa Chrysler
Sophomore

"Co-ed naked luge."

''Figure skatin~ like Mtdort
Ito.

"Bobsleddtl)g. I like being
1n the fast track."

To celebrate the SOOth anniversary of the
encounter of the old and new worlds

WHAT:
WHERE:
WHEN:
TIME:

MOVIES to be announced weekly
Jardine Room (SAC)
Every Wednesday night of September,
October, and November
7:00p.m.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
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New World's 500 years observed
Carolyn Sennett
Campus Uta EdtOf

This year marks the 500 year
anniversary of the encounter of
two worlds, Europe and America.
As countries around the world
celebrate The Quincentennial,
John Carroll University will also
commemorate history with a series
of programs in the fall of 1992.
The meeting of the two worlds
in 1492 produced a "mosaic of
peoples" in America. The series
at JCU will stress the importance
of the indigenous cultures, the
black African, the Catholic
Church, and Western Europe in
the ways each participated and
contributed to the foundation of
the new world.
Events to be featured in the
program will be speakers and a

film series on the topics of Iibera
lion theology, the black experience, the Indians in the Americas,
and specific proble'lls of both
North and South America.
An evening of Spanish music,
dating back to the court of
Ferdinand and Isabella, can also
be experienced. The event will be
sponsored with Cleveland State
University.
The JCU community is also
invited to present slides of Westem Europe, black republics in
Latin America, Peru, Bolivia,
Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala,
Mexico, countries with large indigenous populations and Indian
ruins, which they have visited.
An essay contest with the
theme, "The Meeting of the Two
Worlds: America and Europe,"
wiU be open to JCU students,

faculty ,and staff. The winner will
rece1ve a commemorative medaJ
from the Organization of American States. Second prize will be a
commemorativeT-shirt. Submissions must be entered by Sept. 1.
T-srurts, buttons, and posters
will also be sold to commemorate
this celebration.
"It's not a stiff celebration,"
said Glayds Martin, a member of
the Quincemenary Committee.
"The series is not expensive. Students can enjoy and learn through
fun activities like slides, film, and
lectures.
The program is still in the
planningstage. Anyoneinterested
is encouraged to contact professors
Adoria Campis, and Nancy
Conrady or GlaydsMartin,
Quincentenary Commiucc members.

National Book Award nominee
speaks on campus

Meghon Gourley

Campus Uta Assistant Edtor

Elena Cast.cdo, National Book
Award nominee, gave her third
lecture in Ohio last Wednesday,
Feb. 12, in the SAC Conference
room at8 p.m.

she was five and became published at 11. However, having a
difficult life, in adrution to leaving home at an early age, prevented her from doing what she
always wanted to do until she was
a grandmother.

me~. ~~~~~~~~~

aitidise, shesrud at many critics say the main theme is exile. It
· the story of a dictatorship, and
how ~ial class is effected
by it. She parallels the structure
to whatarecallcdChincse Boxes;
each box fits inside another. The
dicuuorship is the outside box,
and each box within represents
each social class.
The book is narrated by a child
who doesn't understand exactly
what is going on. We take her
point of view, along with aU of
the other information given, and
draw our own conclusions at the
end.
"Our English teachers say that
a good novel creates a world of
its own," said Cast.cdo, and she
feels that is what her book accomplishes.
Having written the book in
English, Cast.cdo felt the need to
translate it intO Spanish.
"I had to be considered a
Spanish writer," Castedo said.
And in order to ensure that it was
translated correctly, she did it
herself.
Being bilingual, Cast.edo describes her mind as a "Berlin
Wall." One side is English and
the other Spanish.
"A man is as many men as he
knows languages, "Castedo said.
"It is gOO<i for a country to practice several different languages."
Cast.cdo began writing when

She gives genuine advice to
unpublished writers: "Wear an
elephant'sskjn;don'tletanything
penetrate it. Don't let rejections
affectyou;kecpsendingyourwork
out over and over again. Don't
ever give up."

JOHN C ARROLL UNlVERSl'TY

Feb. 21 marks the beginning
of AIDS Awareness Week and
which continues through Feb.
27.
-Senior Class is sponsoring a
Happy Hour in the Wolfand Pot
from 3-5 p.m. followed by busses to Howl at the Moon. First
bus leaves at4:45 p.m.
-Feb. 22 is the last day to buy
textbooks for the spring semester.

DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL AND
MODERN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

-The Diviners continues this
weekend, Feb. 20, 21, 22 at 8
p.m. in the Marinello Little
Theatre. Tickets are $4 in advance and SS at the door. To
reserve tickets call 397-4428.

As part of its cultural activities series to
celebrate the 500th anniversary of the
encounter of the old and new worlds.

announces an

ES§A Y CONTEST
open to STUDENTS & FACULTY
(evaluated in their respective category)

Happenings 2/20 - 2/27
-Feb. 20 Rev.Michael J.
uckley, SJ. will lecture on
'Christian Humanism and Huan Misery: A Challenge to
he Jesuit University" Thurs. at
p.m. in the Jardine Room.
-Organizational meeting at
p.m. in B 16 (language Jab) for
se interested in spending a
ummer in Monterrey, Mexico.
tudents can earn up to 10 seester credit hours in Spanish
the beginning, intermediate,
d advanced levels and it will
tisfy the core. For more inormation, contact Dr. Kather. ne Gatto, chairperson of clasical and modem language and
ultures at 397-4371.
-Students can still sign up
or the ski trip to Holiday Valley
ki Resort to take place on Sat.,
eb. 22. The cost is $35 with
leis and $45 without. Contact
nnis McAndrew in the SU

Job Recruitment:
-Feb. 20 BP America, Retail
Marketing Trainee Program
-Ohio Bell/An Ameritech
Company, Associate Manager
-Feb. 21 First National Supermarket, retail management
trainee
-Feb. 24 Boy Scouts of
America, District Executive
-Feb. 25 Tandy/Radio
Shack, retail sales/manager
trainee
-Feb. 26 TRW, Accounting
Finance trainee
-Feb. 27 Sherwin-Williams,
retail store management
-Sign up sheets arc in the
placement office.

• All papers must be written in English, 5-10
pates, typed, double-spaced, about any topic
related to the "discovery" of the Americas
• First Prize faculty category will also receive
commemorative OAS medal
•First prize student category will receive
Quincentennial OAS t-shirt

Submit papers by September 1, 1992 to:

"The SOOth Committee"
c/o Department of Classical and Modem
Languages and Cultures
John Carroll University

-
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Wayne's World is hurlarious hit of season
segment has

Mike Holkovich

Wayne's World

Asst. EntertaiOITlent Edt()(

grown in popularity, joining the

"Wayne'sWorld-you'lllaugh,
you'll cry, you'll hurl," read the
posters. After seeing the phrase, I
questioned what I was getting
myself inlO. The packed theater
convinced me- Wayne's World
mania is here. But. will it stay?

movie review
As lhc brainchild of Saturday
Nighl Live star Mike Myers, the

University of Wasconsin
Platteville

+

ranks ofrccmtSalurdayNighJ Live
classics- the Church Lady and
Hans and Franz. The versatile
Dana Carvey serves as Myers'
counterpart. The movie version
expanded on the Saturday N1ght
Live segmcnt,allowingmoretime
to show the characters Wayne
Campbell and Garth Algar to
demonstrate their giddiness.
Wayne's Warld is set in Indianapolis, where the duo owns
their own low-budget cable version ofadolescent Romper Room.
The show is filmed from Wayne's
basement and earned a small cult
following.
A sizeable portion of Wayne's
World portrays Wayne and
Garth•soullandish travels lO heavy
metal bars, music slOrcs and diners with their off-the-wall sidekicks. Wayne is the more intellectual of the pair(that's really not
sayingmuch), whileGarthismore
~stic. Through these travels,
Wayne meets Cassandra, the
Cantonese singer of a meaal band.
He learns theCanLoncsc language
lO impress her and she later beCOMea his gillfJiNit/1

,

Meanwhile, a powerful television executive, Benjamin Oliver,

played by Rob Lowe, coerces
Wayne and Garth mto joining his
network. Wayne's World is the
second post-Democratic convention ftlm festival effort from Lowe,
who became a recluse during the
scandal. Ironically, Wayne's
World's predecessor, Bad Influence, was the most dramatic role
he had filled, while h•s new role is
the loosest of his career.
Wayne and Garth mistakenly
trust the unscrupulous Lowe, and
sign a contract with his network.
Ho.wever, Wayne is fired during
the first episode while Lowe puts
the moves on his new girlfriend.
Wayne's World features an array ofguests making unprcd icatble
appearances. Ed O'Neil (a.k.a. AI
Bundy)appearsearly in the movie Mike Myers and Dana carvey
as a psychotic diner employee. posed next lO a Pizza Hut box.
Hisappearancesoliciledchantsof Wayne and Garth also re-enacted
"AI" from the audience. In addi- Pepsi, DorilO's and Nuprin comtion, Alice Cooper, Chris Farley mercials in the highly creative
and the cyborg policeman from scene.
Terminator 2 appear, lO name a
Through his dual roles in
few.
Wayne'sWorld,MikeMyersmade
The movie featured an out- an impressive entry inlO the movie
standing spoof on commercialism business. He demonstrated his
when Lowe aslced Wayne and creative writing abilities (he deGarth lO add a promotional spot signed the characterization and coioltMir,..,~Mn'stpQIIlMJI'~

UWe • wrote. the script) and made a sue·

would never think of selling out."
replied WaynesarcasticaUy,as he

cessful camera presence which
was every bit as strong as his

..q>r"*<< trorn Woyre•o World exuii<IV Clos•·"P

as Wayne and Garth
Saturday Night Live skits.
Wayne's World certainly isn't
a suspenseful, intellectual drama,
but. to quote Wayne Campbell, it
is an "excellent" creative work.
Its upbeal mood will keep you
laughing while watching t.hemovie
and smiling when you leave. And
yes, Wayne's World mania appears lO be slaying.

•wa,ne's World is now pl~
ingaJLowe'sCedarCentertheater

wilhin wallcing distancefromJCU.

Times are changin' in Heidi Chronicles
Mike Thomas
Entertainment EdtOf

Bob Dylan says in one of his
lUl'leS. "For t.he times they are-a-

changin'." How true this decadesold verse explains the drama and
central focus of Wendy
Wasscrstein's newest comedy,
The Heidi Chronicles.
Playing through March 15 at
Cleveland Playhouse's Bolton

-

Couna available in Spanish
and in English
Fluency in Spanish noc n:quirtld
AU CDI.U'SeS apprcM.d by the UnMersity
W18oonsin-Pia0£Yille and validated
oo an official UW-P ttanscripc

S432S per eeaw:suz b Wascoosin •
MinDelota residalu
S4S1S per RllleSII!r b IIDil-nSideob

O.Sindude
1\lidoo aad Ftrs
~and ao.rd ia Spanish bomrs
F1eldttipl

All finandal aid app&s
For f'urtber inforaadon ClOOiacl
Sludy Abn:.t Proaaw
308 Warner HaD

Uniwnity cl W'ISICOOiin-Piatteville
1 UaM:rsity Plaza
Plaamlle, W1 53818.3099
(608) 342-1726

play review
Theater, Heidi Chronicles begins
in the midst of the still conservative 1960s and progresses chronologically through three decades.
Following the lives of four longtime friends, the play focuses on
trials and tribulations brought on
by the effects of aging in a rapidly
and perpetually changing society.
Heidi, played marvelously by
stage and television veteran Nancy
Youngblut, is the axis around
which all action and consequences
revolve. Throughout the dramatic
changes of the decades, she remains most constant while her
friends metamorphosizc before her
eyes. Neither incredible nor
feigned. her acting is characterized by a very mature sense of the
predicament at hand.

friend of Heidi, prosperous New
York pediatric specialist and confused homosexual in a society
bound by supposed social mores
and rampant hypocrisy. He is
much less idealistic than Scoop
and even more the cynical when
the life he leads and the friends he
made along the way seem to be
crumbling.
As for the set, it provided a
splendid backdrop to the already
intense drama and frequently hilarious dialogue. Between each
set change, slides depicting events
from different eras of history in
the United States were accompanied by various rock 'n roll, soul
and folk songs that shaped a national consciousness. Perhaps the
most riveting ponion aside from
-pboco by Rct.nl Tcnnino
the acting, the music provided a
Jeff Gendelman and Nancy Youngblut star in The Heidi plethora of timeJess lyrics from
Chronicles at the Cleveland Playhouse.
the bluesy likes of Janis Joplin to
Acting alongside Youngblutas auilllde Loward the world and those thelateeightiespopsoundofBruce
the egotistical,libcral and always with whom he associated on a Hornsby and U2.
Overall,l/eidi Chronicles is an
comical Scoop Rosenbaum is Jeff daily basis. He is still somewhat
Gendelman. In college he is the the idealist he once was, but now immensely powerful drama. It
edilOr of a then radical under- with a cynical edge. As he says, brilliantly ponrays real characters
ground tmderground newspaper ••AU people deserve lO fulfllltheir attempting to find their true idencalled appropriately, "The Liber- potential,"andindeedheseemsas tities in a chaotic world infused
with false value systems and an
alcd Earth News". As we watch though he has.
his progression from nature-bound
Perhaps the most riveting and ignorant society who, unaware of
hippie to wealthy yuppie,there is energetic perfonnancecame from its hislOry, proceeds in blind frenzy
a marked sense of change in his Evan Pappas as Peter Patrone, Loward an unknown destiny.
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Marinello Theatre glows with The Diviners
Kevin Anderson

his family. He appears gruff on the outside
as he talks about President Hoover , prohibition, cars and tractors. His personality is
typified as he explains to C.C. Showers
(David Garton) how he proposed to his
wife. He says" I love you, I want you, let's

extremely compassionate in his guidance
of Buddy as he teaches him not to fear the
water. He cons Buddy into stepping into
Small towns seem to be popular these
the water by calling it "itch juice." As
days as themes for entertainment. Twin
Buddy's fears arc reduced, C.C. is seen as
Peaks had its small town folk, humor and
a hero. He shrugs off his accomplishments
mentality in its heyday as do Northern Exof helping others and insists that his actions
posure and Eerie, indiana.
arc nothing out of the ordinary.
Julianne Pczzi and Ebani Edwards demplay review
onstrate excellent actang skills as well w1th
their respective roles as Luella and Goldie.
John Carroll offered its version of small
Luella adds wonder to the play as she extown drama this past weekend with the
plains how C.C. helped her up after she fell
production of Jim Leonard Jr.'s The Dioff her bike and how her bruises instantly
viners, directed by JCU senior James .....,.~~
vanished. The tenderness 10 the way she
Parker.
expresses makes it even more believable.
The play takes place in 1930 in the small
Goldie provides humor to the play with her
rural town of Zion, Indiana, which has a ~.-..
brash and insistant personality in laying
population of40. The town is in the midst
down the rules of her diner which include,
"No drink in', no cussin,' and pray before
of a drought that presents a threat to this
agricultural community,as it faces the posyou eat."
sibility of damaged crops.
Overall, the play is well done and the
The first scene begins with Buddy(Paul
acting is excellent. It is filled with emotion
Beckwith) searching for water with adivin- .
and causes audience members to reflect on
ing rod. It is clear to see that he is somewhat
the action and consequences thereof. Addiemotionaly disturbed as he talks about himtionally, the scenery, lighting and music
self in the third person. Beckwith turns in Jennifer Wagner and Paul Beckwith star in a scene from The Diviners in JCU's all contribute lO the effectiveness of the
an excellent performance in his portrayal of Marinello Little Theatr...:e;.:...- - - - - - - - - - play and the drama that is characteristic of
Buddy who becomes motherless at a young
life in rural towns.
age. Buddy needs help to overcome his fear go." Zucca is a natural for this part as he Lion responded with "arnens". He demonof the water and the loss of his mother.
• The Diviners continues its run in the
demonstrates his capability to portray dual strates that no matter what title a person
Buddy'.$fathet-Ferris, (Andy Zucca), is sides of the human personality. His perfor- carries,
everyone
is
human. Marinello Little Theater Thursday, Feb.
--a headStrong, compassionate man who has mance is truly convincing.
Garton's passion for acting is demonstrated 20, Friday, Feb. 21. and Saturday Feb.22 .
done his best to raise Buddy and provide for
Convincing as well is Garton's perfor- by his portrail of human emotion. He is
Entertainment Writer

fJJii 111tdfficialcarrot!~

Calendar of
~ · ,eveland
Culture.
.~'/
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Cle veland Museum of Art
Presenting a rare glimpse into the life and
times of the century's most prolific and provocative artist-Picasso. To charge tickets call
Advantix at 241-6000, or purchase at the
Museum box office. Adult admission is $5 and
student admission is $4.

Rent a Full-Featured
Cellular Phone
for only
$4.95 per n1onth
For details call
11 etet· at 371-8631

mance. He plays a fonner minister whom
the town sees as their savior. C.C. stresses
the fact that he was a minister but no longer
wishes to practice his ministry. When he
was at the pulpit he would catch himself
thinking of something else as thccongrcga-

C

era

Cleveland Opera pays tribute to the joys and
complications of love in its 1992!1993 season. It
appeals to a ll musical tastes from the tragic
heroines of Puccini's Toscaand Verdi's La Traviata,
to the escapades of Gilbert and Sullivan's Yeoman
ofthe Guard and Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte. The longawainte d p remiere of Andrew Lloyd Webber's
The Phantom of the Opera climaxes this exciting
season. For further information c a ll 575-0900 or
visit the Playhouse Square box office on Euc lid
Cleve!

Cleve land Ba\let
Attention all devotees d
the ballet:
The Cleveland Ballet is
looking to the public for any
contributions to prevent its
imminent bankruptcy. If everyone who sow the Nutcrocker would give one dollar. over $800,(0) would be
ra ised. Please show your
support of this cultural milestone.

--......

-
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Noel radiates her love of God to others
Bonnie Waiwood
Profiles Editor

..Magnetic."
That is how Sister Mary Noel,
O.P., describes God in her life.
Not surprisingly, "magnetic" describes her own friendly smile,
soothing voice and dynamic personality as well.
"God has always been magnetic
in my life," Noel said. "That's
why I've always wanted to work
for lhc Church."
Noel began to think about entering the convent when she was
in the second grade. She was inspired by her aunt, Mary Elizabeth
Noel, who is also a nun.
Noel went to high school at
Villa Angela Academy in Cleveland. She was queen of the prom
twice and a senior class officer.
She also held class office positions
throughout her four years there.
She sparkles with enthusiasm
while speaking of her high school
fun.
"I had the time of my life!"
Noel said.
When she announced to her
parents during high school that
she was planning to enter the

·phoiD by Jcnn

Sister Mary Noel, O.P. - "I always knew I would enter the
convent."
convent in the Dominican order,
she met withsomeopposition from
her mother. But she was insistent,
and her father told her to wait a
year before making any final decision. After that year, she would be
free to do what she wanted to
despite her mother's protests.
"I always knew I would enter
the convent," Noel said. "I want to
share God with others."
Noel's many jobs as chaplain
of East Hall and in Campus Ministry reflect her desire to radiate

herloveofGodtothecommunity.
Currently, she is involved in the
Right of Christian Initiation of
Adults (RCIA) program for Carroll students. She explains that the
program is the process by which
adults come to the Catholic faith.
The group's weekly meetings
consist of prayer, discussion and
listening to speakers.
One of the RCIA candidates,
juniorLarry Oskowski comments,
"Mary is the kind of person you
can trust She becomes a friend

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

START YOUR CUMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership training. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you'll qualify to earn officer credentials
while completing college.

i

ARMYROTt
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
TIE SMUTEST COWGE
COOISE YOU CD TilE.

For more information
Call CPT Holloway at 397-4421

right away."
The Antioch retreats, Freshman retreats and 8-day retreats all
benefit from Noel's involvement.
"Mary is very supportive," said
retreat team member Vicky
Vannucci. "She gives positive input on all questions and ideas for
the retreatS."
Rev. Bill Nichols, SJ., and
Noel also lead the VOCARE group
on campus. It is for students who
arc considering a professional
ministry in the Church.
In addition, Noel works in
counseling and spiritual direction
within the Carroll community.
"One of the mottos of the Dominicans has to do with contemplation and giving to others the

results of thecontemplation," Noel
said.
Her work at J CU, as well as at
Kent State's campus ministry in
the past, clearly reflects her sharing attitude.
Noel's hobbies include a passion for cooking. She loves to try
new recipes. Her most recent
challenge has been in making her
own pizza.
"''m in search of the perfect
pan pizza crust recipe," said Noel.
She is open to students' suggestions.
So whether you want to share a
good pizza recipe or just want to
share your feelings, you will find
in Noel a woman happy to share
with you, too.

Campus security guard
enjoys working with
people, helping others

OF THE WEEK
Chris Reed
Pronles Writer

There has been a recent and
younger addition to John Carroll
University's security staff with the
hiring of Derek Smith last May.
Born in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
Smith and his family moved to
Chagrin Falls in 1978, allowing
him to attend Chagrin Falls High
School.
He studied as a business major
for two years at Albion College in
Michigan before coming to JCU.
Now a psychology major, Smith
accepted the job as a security
guard.
Before transferring here, he
worked with children in different
children's programs in Chicago
and at Albion.
"I like working with kids," he
said.
While at Albion, Smith was a
safety supervisor, which is also
known as a "confrontations officer."
"I had a lot ofex pcrience there,"
Smith said.
Afterhisacceptancetothe JCU
security program, Smith underwent about 120 hours of security
training at Case Western Reserve
University. Additionally, he has
received "on-the-job training with
senior [security] officers."
Smith admiued that his securi ty job is bo rin g and

·phoiD by Jcun Fry

Security Guard Derrik Smith
unspectacular. He works the 3
p.m.-11 p.m. shift with Tuesdays
and Wednesdays off.
He compared his job to a community service saying, "1 like
helping people out. .. and working
with people."
Smith enjoys the warm, open
atmosphere of John Carroll's
campus.
"People arc generally prcuy
friendly," Smith said. "It's a nice
campus. I like it a lot."
JCU's campus is quiet compared to Albion's, and Smith said
that because of this, little things
get the attention.
As a former personal trainer at
Scandinavia Health Spas, Smith
now works out and trains at several gyms.
In addition tO his interests in
fitness, Smith is an insatiable
reader, having one of his rooms in
his new residence filled solely with
books.
Smith looks forward to his future and career.
" I want to look for a job at a
youth center when I get done,"
Smith said.
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Pancher organizes Carroll athletic scene
Jon Beech
Pronles Writer

Athletes dread that walk from
their dorm room to the locker
room. Another day of practice
awaits them. As they pass the
weight room on their walk to the
locker room, they see Jim
Pancher. Immediately, the athleleS' spirits are lifted.
Pancher, 30, is in his fifth year
as director of athletic equipment
and facilities at John Carroll
University. Other schools call
his position assistant athletic director, but Pancher says Carroll
has a " hangup with titles."
Born in Uhrichsville, Ohio,
Pancher came from a very disciplined and religious family. This
strong background impacted his
life.
"In grade school, teachers hit
you if you were bad," said
Pancher. "I am a firm believer in
disciplineandor~tion- you
can't have too many chefs in the

kitchen."
Because of the emphasis on
organization and discipline,
Pancher excelled at Marietta College both in the classroom and on
the baseball diamond. He graduated with a degree in business
management and a minor in industrial relations.
The Marietta baseball team
competed in four College World
Series and won two national
championships during Pancher's
stay. During the three years in
which he started at second base,
Pancherwas named All-American
twice and Most Valuable Player
of the Division III College World
Series his senior year.
"1'11 never trade it [baseball
experiences] for anything in the
world," Pancher said
Although Marietta produced
professional baseball players like
Kent Telrulve and Terry Mulholland,Panchersaidprotearnsshied
away from him because of the
Division Ill stigma

-.pbooo .,.,..,_,.or l'aallry ou-..y

Jim Pancher, John Carroll
University's Director of Athletic
Equipment and Facilities.
·~orsomercasonscoutsthink

bigger (Division I) is always better," argued Panchcr.
Draft day came and went and
Pane her got a job as a bank manager. After working three years,
Pancher returned to college at
Kent State University to earn his
master's degree in sports man-

agement with an emphasis in college athletics. Since then he has
been atJCU.
..1 enjoyed the collegiate atmosphere," Pancher said "It was
very monotonous and sterile at the
bank."
As director of athletic equipment and Facilities, Pancher supervises the weight room, gym,
locker room, and outdoor facilities, as well as the equipment for
the 18 varsity sports.
He said the growth of the athletic program warrants the addi lion
of two positions.
"Because of the unpredictable
weather, we need an outdoor
groundskecpcr," Pancher said. He
also needs a full-time assist.anL
..If my assistant goes over forty
hours, all hell breaks loose."
Even though Pancher sometimes spends as many as 14 hours
a day on campus, be has never
dreaded getting up for wodc in the
morning.
•'The hours are tough, but you

know what you're getting into."
Panchet" also enjoys the variety
of sports and individuals at Carroll. He has helped athletes with
personal problems - something
he talces as an extreme compJimenL
"I enjoy having a rapport with
the players," Pancher said. 'Tm
sort of a liaison "between the
players and coaches."
Pancher said the university is
blessed with the different student
athletes and, overall, just great
people.
Although Pancher has been
offered jobs at Division I schools,
hewillremainatJCUaslongashe
is secure.
'Tm happy with the Division
Ill setting. Division I is not better
than Division ill."
Then, Pancherquicklycontradicted himself.
"Notre Dame is the ultimate
job."
Notre Dame frequently has that
kind of effect oo a pel'SOO.

FreshiDaJ! makes great strides on stage and soccer field
~
....----Pronles Editor

Sometimes it is hard to be a

everybody's assets."
Baroutsis, who first acted in
Fame at her high school in Slip-

Baroutsis got an early taste of
wbatcoUegelifewasaboutwhen
shecametoJCUpriortotbestart

llUebe~etlike~o~H~. ~.B.~ v~~ ~.~.:S~..::.psch=oo
"""lforsoccerpractice. This
isinTheDiviners,thecurrentpJay acting and said, ..rd like to try ro
made bcr adjust-

.mar

yoWlger sister. I think I'd have a
really great time."
Baroutsis has already set some
goals she would like to fulfill in her

children I teach and give them
some morals, values and someone
to look up to...
With much ambition and de-

ra~a~rq ~as

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .OUI:Iil••

•

~~

true bdicYer dall sbc caa fulfill
scbool teacbcr.
showing in the Marinello Linle audition some more for some ment to college life easier.
"I'd like to be able to heiJLthe thisJIP8).
tre. However, freshman plays."
"I like college," Baroutsis
Karena
is makes her
IoadditiontoactingatSlippery said "Being away from my
character believab e.
oc1c High School, Baroutsis was family is not that hard."
The Diviners, which opened the
girl to go through four
Baroutsishasayoungersister
presents
last Thursday and continues years of high school as a member at home with her parentsand two
older half sisters, who are marplaying this weekend, centers of the boys soccer team.
around a retarded boy in a small
town who brings the townspeople
together to help him overcome
his fear of water.
Baroutsis' character, Norma
Bring your own mug and we'll fill it cheap!!
Henshaw. is very religious and
(Your mug must have handles)
believes the town preacher will
save the "backsliding sinners"
and will save Buddy, the retarded boy.
"My character is very optimistic, but annoys people,"
Baroutsis said.
In the play, Henshaw believes
the preacher will be the town
savior, without paying attention
to the preachers desire to forever
give up his ministry.
Baroutsis enjoys the time she
has spent preparing for the play
and likes her fell ow cast members.
"Everyone works together so
.,..,.., "' Brmdic s-1la
well," Baroutsis said.
Andy Zucca and Karena Baroutsis dressed in cos1ume for
"It's really fun to do."
their perfonnance in The Diviners.
Baroutsis added that not only
She said some of her team- tied and are starting their own
was the preparation for The Diviners fun, it ·vas also well-di- mates would blame any mistakes families.
"I just love kids," Baroutsis
rected by flrst-time student di- she made on her gender.
•1t's hard sometimes to prove said
Comer oJ CUar anJ &. Oaylor-Cl~CJlli.
rector Jim Parker.
"I realize how much I'd like
"Our director is really great," yourself, and to the other team
24 hr. rro-lne 321-4072
wortci.ng with kids because of my
said Baroutsis. "He brings out too," Baroutsis said.

Peabody's Cafe
MUG NIGHT

every Monday & Thursday

T~t! u~f~iJe Mu~it du~ ~
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Black bears studied in U.S.
by Ric Fonnoni

~

OUTDOOR
JOURNAL
Pioneers wore bear claws
around their necks as a peace
offering and a symbol of reverence lO the native Indians who
allowed safe traveling through
the mounlai n passes of the North
West Territory. Indians would
grind bear. claws into powder,
producing potent aphrodisiacs
and mysterious, legendary
medicines.
lronicalty, the virtually unknown life of this powerful
crcaiUre has been studied by
North American game biologists
in what has become the ftrSt
aamsive black bear research
campaign in the United States.
Gary AJt. Pennsylvania bear
biologist. bas documemed a
correlation between the black
beM's non degenerative hibernation period and degeneration
of bones of humans.
The black bear's hibernation
is nota true form of hibernation.
According to Alt, black bears
experience a six to seven degree
leiDpCI3lUie loss and can be easily disturbed out of hibernation.

-

Ia~~~
~~~~ barely exists and the body tem1

peaalllleisjustabove freezing at
35 degrees.
1beblackbearst.a in hiber-

nation for six months without eat·
ing, excreting or moving. This
occurs partly due to weather and
food supply. Naturally, if more

-ptdol>)' fap~- Game (An.mju,..,

Bear peers from behind tree.
energy is spent on searching for
food than finding food the bear
would starve. For the large black
bear, hibernation is a logical instinct for survival.
Most of the research was done
in Pennsylvania, the black bear
capital of the United StaleS, which
supports roughly 8,000 bears consisting ofcubs, males and females.
The female bear, the root and
foundation of the bear famHy was
SllldU:ci~YclybccM•"'ofber

abHity to teach, protect and pro·
vide her cubs with essential life
giving nutrients.
If a black bear is not hibemat-

SPANISH STUDENTS-ALL LEVELS
egin planning your 1992 summer in Monterrey,
exico NOW. Earn up to 10 semester credit
ours in spanish at the beginning, intermediate,
d advanced levels and satisfy the core, minor
r major requirements.

Organizational Meeting:
Thursday, February 20, 1992
4:00p.m. B16 (Language Lab)
For more information contact Dr. Gatto
at 397-4371

ing they are usually eating. A
black bear will eat a wide variety
of foods consisting of bark,
leaves, insects and honey. Even
though a bear will eat almost
anythmg, 75% of their diet is
made up of plants.
The f uturc of the black bear in
the Nonh looks very good from a
management stand point Wildlife management has played an
important part of the reentry of
this animal. Currently, many
young male bears arc migrating
to Ohio from Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, by way of
Jefferson and Trumbull Countics.
BlackbearsarcnativeofOhio.
A few hundred years ago Ohio
had the same population of bears
that Pennsylvania has today.
Uckcr is convinced that as the
state became populated, in addition to massive strip-mining
projects in the early 1900's,
which destroyed thousands of
acres of prime bear habitat. the
bears were forced out ofthestate.
..---------------'
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Streaks peaking with
OAC tournament closing
Brennan M. lafferty
Asst. Sports Editor

With only one week left in the
season and the OAC tournament
around the comer, the John Carroll
men's basketball team has picked
the right time to peak.
The Streaks (ll-12, 5-11 in the
OAC)
upset
Heidelberg
Universtiy, 75-71, last Saturday
in Tiffin, Ohio for their third victory in four games and arc now
ranked eighth in the OAC.
Not surprisingly, Carroll was
led by sophomorepointguard John
Bufford and senior forward Mike
Toth. AgainsttheStudentPrinces,
Bufford scored 19 points, while
Toth chipped in 18.
For his efforts during the past
week, Bufford was named OAC
Player of the Week. The Carroll
point guard had 39 points, J0 re·
bounds and eight assists in two
victories. He stiiJ stands third in
the OAC scoring race with a 20.2
points per game average, but is
only 0.3 points behind league
leader Nick Gutman of Ouerbein
College.

But scoring races mean little
unless team victories follow.
Freshman forward Shannon
Vickers, who leads the league in
field goal percentage (.636),
comments that the Streaks may
have found the right combination
at the right time in the season.
"It was a big win for us at
lleidclberg," said Vickers. "We
feel good about the way we are
playing as a team and hope to
carry our momentum intotheOAC
tournament."
So Carroll, after playing host
to Hirclffi College on Wednesday,
focus their attention on the Pioneers of Marietta College (5-18,
3-13 in the OAC).
The Streaks will look to con lain
Marietta's D.J. Valentine, who
comes into the 3 p.m. Saturday
contest averaging I5.5 points per
game. But more importantly with
wins in their final two games,
combined with two loses by
Baldwin-Wallace, the Streaks
would propel to seventh place in
the OAC and open OAC tournament play on a roll.

Nortz and Tomazic win at Cleveland City Meet
Julie Evans
Sports Edtor

Tomazic finished third in the
second in the
800-meter run, and won the3,200meter. She fin ished the 3,200meter run in 12:03.24, besting her
OAC qualifying time of 12:06.67
set last week at Ohio Northern.
Junior Michelle Green and
sophomores Susan Stukus, Julie
Koscinski, and Beth Kramer finished out the top five in the 3,200meter run. All five runners
qualified in this event fortheOAC
championships.
Freshman Jen Hamdorf won
the 1,000-meter run with a time of
3:19.88 and freshmen Daniellc
Sluga won the 800-meter in
2:34.34.
The men's indoor track team
finished third at the Cleveland City
Meet with a number of individual
runners demonstrating a marked
improvement
1 ,~:meter"Ttllf,

The John Carroll University
women's track team placed second
in the Cleveland City Colleges
Meet last Friday at BaldwinWallace College.
The Streaks' strong fmish in
the 3,200-meter run gave them the
points neccessary for a strong
finish. The women runners captured all five of the top spots.
Junior Joanna Tomazic performed exceptionally well in the
1,500-meter run, 800-meter run,
and 3,200-meterrun despite being
nervous.
"When coach [Grove Jewell)
told me he put me in three events,
I was nervous about running three
distance events," said Tomazic.
"But, I won the last event I ran. I
guess I was more relaxed by the
end of rhc night."

"Team-wise, we did not do as
well ~ anticipated," said Coach
Don Stupica. "We did have some
improved performances but bad
circumstances during tht> wt:ek
hurt us. We h:ld tO work harder
because ofthe weather."
Junior Mark Francl improved
6'2" atthehighjumpandqualified
for the OAC championships.
Junior MauNonz won the only
individual championship for the
Streaks finishing the 800-meter
run with a 2:02.93 time and
qualifying for the OAC champi·
onship.
Stupica was also pleased with
the 4X200 relay which dropped
one second to I :39.
"Theone second drop was very
encouraging," said Stupica. "Our
concern now is the conference
indoor championships in two
weeks."
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1
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Responsible JCU Student
to babysit for a few hours a week.
Home less than 1 mile away

7.50/hr.
Call 381-3759
Ask for Bob or Aggie or
Leave a message

Comics & Classifieds
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FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND FAST
FUNDRAISING
EXCELLENT
BUSINESS PROGRAM Fraternities, sororities,
EXPERIENCE!!
Openings student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in
available for individuals or student one week. Plusreceivea$1000bonus
organizationstopromotcthecountry's yourself. And a FREE WATCH just
most successful SPRING BREAK for calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
tours. Call Inter-Campus Programs 1--- -- - -- - - - --f
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA
at 1-800-327-6013
1-- - - - - - -- - --1 BEACHES FUN IN THE SUN. 4/
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Rm. prices. Daytona $139, Panama
students or student organizations City $129 Kitch, Wtrfrt &. Trans
promoting our Spring Break Availalbe. Call Michelle at 371packages. Good pay &. fun. Call 9155. CMI at 1800-423-5263.
CMI 1-800-423-5264
1-- - - - - - -- - - - 1 Do you have any tapes of Sat. Night
EXTRA INCOME '92 Earn $200- Live episodes? Call Joe 397-5152
$500 weekly mailing 1992 !ravel 1--- - -- - - - - ---f
brochures. Formoreinformationsend L.B.J. You're lhe one for me.
T.B.A.
a self-addressed stamped envelope
to: ATW Travel, P.O. Box 430780,1--- - - - - - - - - --f
For Sale: '83 Audi 5000 Turbo, grey
Miami, FL 33143
1-- - - - - - -- -- -1 w/new transmission, turbo, and
PANAMA CITY Spring Break $216 radiator, high mileage. soulher car,
wilh lransportation, $129 wilhout full power and phone. Must sell
lransportation. Call Michelle at37l- $3500. Call397-5281
9155 or Matt at 397-5248.
1--- - - - - - - - - --f
l--- - - - - - -- - --1 FUND RAISER: We're looking for
Earn $10.50/hr. part-time/flexible a fraternity, sorority or student
hours in sales. University Heights organization that would like to make
$500-$1500 for one week marketing
Area. Call201-408-5558.
1-- - - - - - - - - --1 project on campus. Must be organized
Rent a full -featured cellular phone and hard working. Call Betsy or
for only $4.95 per month. For more Mary Beth at 1-800-592-2121.
information call Peter at 371-8631 1--- - - - - - - - - --f
l - -- - - - - - - - --f$EASY MONEY!!! I will pay S25
Math&. Statistics tutoring; all levels; for your phone book. Call Lee
David 691-0812, anytime.
Ramsey collect at 615-577-7237

have you heard this one?

Olympic Exhibition
Games for '96 •••
Prune Passing
Long Division
J ello Snarl Relay
Yard Darts

STAll BAD NO IDEA OF WHAT
TO DO WilD HIS OIL CAR

s

Swearing
Poop Scooping
Beef Grinding
Zambonie Racing
Cheny-Plt Spitting (distance/
accuracy)
Co-Ed Naked Slip-n-Slide
..HORSE" 8-Ball Contest
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Amateurs are paid by
experience, not dollars
Jim Cohill
Sports Writer

Sports analysis

Let's talk spons and politics, which are truly strange bedfellows. Why do I want to talk about these two? I emplore you (if you
get this far in this newspaper) to read on and find out.
There is some talk around campus that the executive officers
should get a stipend (also read pay check) in the form of S500 a
semester in order to do a "job." At last check: these people were
voted into office by the students, and volunteered to be elected.
Since they volunteered, docs it not make sense that they should
not be paid, because then would they not lose their "amateur"
status.
Now how does this tie into sports, especially sports on
campus? Because you have been so patient I will get to that point.
I propose that we give the executive varsity players a stipend for
their diplomacy on the field, court, diamond, and in the pool. The
executives that I am refering to are the captains of the various
teams. These people do not volunteer to be elected and do not run
against each other but arc strictly voted on by their teammates. If
anyone should receive a stipend it should be these captains.
The captains are in charge of more things than just deciding if
they should call heads or tails. They may not have the oratory
skills of our present Student Union president, the money managing instincts of our present treasurer, or chairperson of the fund
raising committee, but their tasks arc just as important. The
captains act as extra coaches during practices and games. They
are the people who motivate a team, make diplomatic decisions
without going to committee, and these people never even asked
for the job.
This may seem a little far fetched, but it is not that unrealistic
if you examine the other proposed stipend. The Student Union
Executives want to be treated like real politicians. So far they
have mismanaged funds (i.e. $6 and some change the fund
raising account), made empty campaign promises (i.e. lowering
pnee of 61<1Sloihomecommg.:'NOT. •
pom so many
fmgers at one another to almost confuse them with the Congress
of the United States. So why not give a stipend to the captains?
They have the same responsibilities as Bernie Kosar. Clark
Donatelli, or Michael Jordan. Thedifference between the captains
(and in effect any of the athletes) and the execs is that the Captains
do not try to pretend to be what they are not. They and their
teammates are participating forthecamraderieand the fun. They
certainly arenotout looking for monetary compensation for what
they do and maybe some people should take note of this fact.
Besides, the NCAA may have a problem with the stipend and
claim that these athletes can no longer be called amateurs. U this
were to be the case, and the execs get their stipend, we can always
tell the NCAA that this institution is t.rying to stay consistent in
its payment of amateurs.

in.

Study In

London,
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Women win, 83-74; 3rd seed in
OAC tournament guarannteed
lana Durban
Sports Wnter

Defense was the name of the
game as the John Carroll University women's basketball team
defeated Hiram College at Hiram
83-74to secure a third place finish
in the OAC.
"Our goal was to make the adjustments necessary to get the best
defensive team on the court tonight," said head coach Roxanne
Allen.
The Streaks played an inconsistent first half, jumping out to a
quick 9-6 lead only to see Hiram
outscore them 15-7 in the next
eight minutes.
Plagued by poor shot selection
and lackluster rebounding, JCU
looked to be in for a long evening.
"Our defense gave them way
too many shots early," Allen said.
"We let them dictate the pace,
which got us out of our own game
plan."

Led by senior Chris Starcher's
back: to back three point baskets,
Hiram took their largest lead of
the game at 28-17 with 6:37 1eft in
the first half.
Allen, trying to fmd the right
combination. put freshman
fene Slleehan and junior Lynn
Carroll in the game with 6: 15left.
This combination sparlced a 17-8
run and left JCU down by only
two points at halftime, 36-34.
Thesecondhalfsawbothteams
come out shooting early. However, JCU's defense forced some
key Hiram turnovers and set the
tone for the rest of the game.
With 13:051eftinthegarne,the
Streaks regained the lead on a free
throw by Sheehan, 51-50.
The lead changed hands six
Limes before the Streaks took
control for good with 9:23 left on

Emphasis In Uberal Arts, International Buslness,
and Criminal Justice
Mainstream classes with British students,
plus specially designed courses just for American Students

All courses approved by University d Wisconsin-Platteville
and validated on an official UW..P transcript

$4.475 per semester for Wisconai1 and Mlmesota residents
$4,ns per semester for norH'88Idenls
CoRIInducM
Tulion.ndfMe
Home *f~wlh.,..
F1eldlrtpe
All financial aid llpPIIM
For further lnfonnetion oone.ct
Study Abroed Program~
308 Wem« Hall
University ofWieconel~
1 lJnlv..ay Plla
Plldtevllle, Wleooneln 5381&-3080
(608) 342-1728

Freshman Darlene Sheehan fig hts for jump ball.
a three point basket by Sheehan.
defense, theSIICalcs possibly broke
"I think everyone did a little a record for free throw accuracy,
soul searching at halftime," Allen connecting on 22 of 23 from the
said. "We decided that we carne line.
to play. and with that came the
After Saturday's disappointing
intensity we needed to win."
72-59loss to Heidelberg, in which
JCU won with a balanced attack JCU shot a dismal 26% from the
led by Sheehan's season high 27 field, Allen ran a practice Monday
Sophomore Cindy which entailed 45 minutes of pure
points.
Shumaker played the entire 40 shooting drills.
minutes, scoring 16 points and
"We ran our normal offenses
adding six rebounds.
Saturday. bot we could not hit
The Streaks also got quality anything," Allen said. "Tonight
playing time from senior Juliana we shot 45%, so the drills paid
Klocek. Playing just 12 minutes, off."
Klocek had 11 points, three reJCU, now 17-7 overall, 11-6 in
bounds, one blocked shot and one the OAC, look:s to conclude their
steal.
regular season on the road against
"Juliana played well tonight." a Marietta team that is 5-17. The
Allen said. "Not only did she Conference tournament begins in
make some key baskets,but she less than one week, so this will be
played good, solid defense."
the Streaks' last opportunity to
In addition to playing strong prepare and fine tunc their game.

AITENTION: CINCINNATI
AREA STUDENTS
The 1992 Xavier Summer Sessions Bulletin of Classes &
Workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level
courses offered in the areas of Arts & Sciences, Business,
Education, Professional Studies &Social Sciences from
May 18-August 14. For your copy
caU or write:

X\VIEK

Summer Sessions
UNIVERSITY
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207·3123
5131745-3601

I

Xovier Ulliwr:~ily is tUt ~mic COffVItlllliJy commilted to equol opportwtily for
oU P'T:IOM regtUdiU:J of ogc, :IU, rocc, religio11, lttUtdic.op, or MliOIIDI origin.

